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For you rrtur iiíiik »indent*, you
might have notimi a lew «hange»
mound campus.
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I.
by ROCiER VINCENT
For
»inner», (¡tfllfnrnh*
Immigiution uijlhtiiiiirs are
The.questlon oi Asstuluted
Houlevurd now end» ni the ennume in t*«*ly (ìrove, Willi die .Student» Inc. President Mike wuiling for Mexican otliciul» to
„tom piel ioni ol die Highland Hurtado'» citizenship »tuiu» hu» c lire k out Hut ludo'» place of birth
und Oihff tetordk belote <onlirDrive entry on Highway I, Ihe hol farti retolved.
Hurtado ii under investigation uiing ot denying hi» nuturuli/.utemporary roadway mound die
by
the immigration service regal- lion, fhrdillrirl attorney's off Ice
»ite ol the construction ol the new
is’ awaiting tinding» from that
mi'hlhtiure building hu* ul»o ding hi» birth record» und inveiligution Irefore lorming an
naturalization. An immigration
Iwen eliminated.
deputi mem »|mkc»mun »uid the opinion of a voter registration
investigation wu» ordered "a cou ufiidavit Hut ludo »igned in 1974
Although you won't beubleto ple o(. months ago" by the main ».tying he wui born in Culltorniu,
drive into the inner «umpus, there oilier in tu» Angele». Hie Sun ucioiding to A»»t, District At
ì» ut leu»! one gcual pleee ol new* Lui» Obisiai County dittrici ul- torney Chri» Money. Money »aid
the mutter "should huve been
uImiiii the innovili ol die tetri- torney'i office ii wuitlng lor thii
|M>rury roadway. Hie removal investigation to be romplrtrd rekolvrd by now,"
District Attorney Robert 1'ait
wil^ uncover two tenni» court» before luking any action of ill
»aid
providing lul»e ittformulion ' ’
now rovereti by the loud,
own.
In mid July the Saniti Muriu when registering to vote 1» a
Time» ruined the i»*ue publicly, (elony and punishable by one to
Even.it thr court» huve been citing ditcrepanciei in Hurtado'»' 16 year» in pi lion. But, he added,
dumugrtl, the construction com- scholastic record» und votrr hi» office 1» more Interested In
determining thr circumstance»
|wny i» obliKuted tore»tore them. registration.
So, it look» like the two court#1 Hurtado »uyi he wa» born in under which Hutiudn rrginrrrd
will reiprn but the »ume cun'I lie Mexico, but his»mother it an to vote.
On the advice of hi* attorney,
»uid tor the old road.
Antri it un c iti/rn, The2fl-yrur-old
Huftado would not comment on
But roud» uren,'.t the only thing»
that art chaivpng around herr minority »ludrni to attain the the voter registration affidavit.
Cal Holy Dean of Student»
tltrte duyi. t he interior o( Chute position of prriident at Cui Holy.
Hull ha» been returbiihed und During hi» (our year» at the un Everett Chandler said it t» possi
repainted »o thut faculty offices iversity he hu» bern active in ble that Hurtado 1» "technically"
mil be relocated there,
uhcNtl and community attain.
(continued on page 4) •
And the motorcycle parking
that you used nrur the old Air
Conditioning Auditorium in Spr
ing Quartet ha» been uhi verted
into »pace» for trailer» which will
be used for faculty office».
And »(teaking of the ACIA, the
High School Equivalí
Hrogtuin has vacated the build
leaving »pace for (acuity
and an An laboratory.
And lor you dormiei, HO ad
ditional tanking »pace» to the S-A
lot cKieniinn is anticipated.
Hopefully, the project will be
completed before the Winter
rains.

'Ä

A word of caution (or student»
harking (or faculty initructors in
Tenuyu I fall you won't find them,
What you will find 1» probably
your lab partner in hi» rearm. Thr
reason for this 1» that because of
the homing »hot luge, Tenuyu hui
been reconverted track Ur »ludrni
housing and the members of the
faculty nave moved to the trailers
on campu».

The San Luis

An explanation
As announced in Spring Quarter, Mustang Daily will publish
(our day» a week this yeur-Tuesday through Friday. With the
creation of
a Publication* Manager/ politic
position, along with the new
___________________
Publication schedule, the paper will be ati least eight trage» every
day.
Another changr lor the puprr will be in the physical make-up
ol it. ( '.hanging the format to a traditional tabloid newspu|rer,
Mustang Daily will print a full page photo or illustration on
trugc one for euc h day. In addition, the paper will change freim u j
live-column fntmut to a kite-column one.
And lerr the lint time, the trsponiibililieiof the editor will ladivided among two co-editor» I loia-fully, thin hunge will ullow
the pnpn to cover the new» which affect» studem» directly in a
mote thoToogh manner.
Which biing» up the philosophy ol the pu|M'i. Our goal is to
explore the inues concerning the students (houiing, tiuniportulion, bard, the art» und the university) und (inti uny po»*ihle
solutions,Students are concerned about the cost of an item, its prcubic •
llvhy and longevity, Whether the item Ire the tegistralion fee, a
cat buttery or a college education, students want to know If
they're getting rfp|ied-off,
With the
. , chunges
, jnges that __
have been ____
made ________
so lar and___
the
philosophy hehint! thetwia-r, wearrconiident Student» wilj pic k
up MustangDaily und find u bit ol new» thul i» relevant tffihilern,
the editors
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Lunch • Dinner • Cocktails
D m * In T h * Atmosphere of T h * lisrly 1900'»
A New Experience ln S 1 .0

Complete Meals From i l , 9#
Inc lading Th» Ffeshew M u d , Bread.
1 h in t* o l 11 Spaghi in »auiv* acuì l)»««*ri
Children Under 1 yr M U 1.
— ------- FI7.7.A
l-unch 11 00 A M Monday Thru Friday
D inner » 00 F M
Saturday * Sunday Open ar » H M
Happy Hour ( 00 6 CHI Wee kday* In T li* Bai
A ll Order* Avail,title- For Take Out

"V
9 f t Ose* Street

Sen Lute OMepe, CMemle »14«
Aere»* Freni Court Heue*
•4 4 -m i n
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Ooan Mon. thru I
upon Thursday

Your Full-Lino Sporting Goods Storo
Department including:
• Shoes

• Backpacking
t Snow Ski Equipment
• Watersports

• Tennis
• Athletics

962 Montaray
San Lula Oblapo
543-3663
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M ika Hurtado

(¿ontlnued from page 2)
an illegal alien, but lerli there ii
no basis (or fraud on Hurtado's
tri. "He could have filled out a
form a long time ago und become
a citizen. He probably would have
done that if he thought he wasn't
a citizen. Mike may have believed
he was a citizen all the time."

citizen. I hope the bill would
allow me to cut through the red
tape and gel my citizenship con*
firmed. The decision may come
all the way down to this in*
dividual campus to see what they
want to do."

Hurtado said that during Spring I97I ut Hancock he had his
attorney ask immigration about
his status in order'to supply the
college with ihr proof it demanded. .
An immigration spokesman
said the first orders they'd received
to investigate came in mid-July
I975, und that "there would have
been action before this if anyòne
had applied in 1971."

Dean ('.handler said one of the
If Hurtado is found to be a reasons Cal Poly assumed no in
Mexican citizen, he may 'be tention of fraud on Hurtado's
responsible for past tuition as a part was his transfer forms from
foreign student as well as reim Allan Hancock college in Santa
Hurtado says that although his
bursing financial aid which he Maria were "okay."
attorney won't let him completely
received through the Educational
speak his mind on (he citizenship
Opportunity Program (E.O.P.)at
"Allan Hancock checked his issues raised, over the last two
the university, Hut, Chandler residence," Chandler said.
months, he is confident of vin
said, the legal counsel of the suite
Hancock Vice-President Dr. dication. He feels that some per
university and college system W illiam Houpt said his sons are trying to make him feel
Chancellor's office is trying to see secretaries had asked Hurtado "guilty until proven innorertt."
if Hurtado can be granted[part
partial several times to produce proof of
to total relief from these charges American citizenship throughout
"since Hurtado did not intend to his only complete semester there, Affiliaiad with Rn U t'i Digest F « d and
Ma FraasiM» Examiner Bcoafk Fm «.
defraud the school,'
Spring 1971.
Msiabsr Cilífera la latereellegiaie Frasa
.C
"In August we sent two
Chandler even cited the
photo by OIL ROCHA
transcripts
Cal Poly as re DISCLAIMER i Advertising material is
K sibility of legislative relief for quested, buttowhen
prints« herein solely tar Informational
he (Hurtado) parpes«
nado.
Moli printing la nal la be
tried to enroll for the Fall I97I oonstrued ss sn aspre« or Impilo« en
quarter we demanded proof of dorsement « verification of such com
Hurtado said the president of citizenship or foreign student mercial ventures by tbs Associated
gtudsnts, Inc. or the. California
the California State University fees. He dropped out."
Polytechnic guts University, «an
and College Student President's
Offlee room MS, Graphic Arts
Assoc, has contacted U. S. Senator
,
Hurtado says hr dropped out Ä
Alan Cranston to get a bill in because he had been recruited by Published five Um« a week during the
troduced to "straighten out" a ('«I Poly's E.O.P. program to school y « r swept holidays and oaam
by the Associated Students, Inc.,
possible fee waiver and "allow me start school there.
Srtoda
literata Polytechnic Stats University,
to deal with the situation myself.,"
n Lula Obispo, California Printed by

We're rockin’for you,

Cal Poly!
Stereo 9 3 -K Z O Z

£ » students majoring In Oraphic Com

"The chancellor's office felt
there might be a possibility I had
to straighten out something,"
Mike continued. "For 25 years
I've lived here and my mother is a

University offidals confirm
lini latto enrolled for Fall quarter
I97I, and has compieteti every
uarter there ever since, in
cludi ng suinmer quarters,

3

munications Opinions expressed In (Ills
pap« In signad sdìtortala and artici« ara
the views of the writers and do not
necessarily represent the opinions of the
staff, « views of (ho Associated I (udente,
Inc., nw official opinion
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Student says
McNeal makes
. I K ■’

by CAROL SOFFIETTO
If you'rr wondering if "l-earn
by Doing" i» ju»* a catchy pluusr
tomeonr in the administration
building dreamed up, talk to
anyone taking a certain (General
Animal Science lab ihii year.
I think you'll hear that Poly’»
philosophy it alive and doihg
well, thank» to l.yle Mf Neal.

McNeal, a 11-year-old animal
»deuce instructor, Kivet hi» class
more than ju»t lecture» and
reading a»»ignmem», He give»
them a practical, working
knowledge of vurious livrsicxk
operation».
In other word», something you
cart really »ink your teeth into
(and at (hi» point, I'd like to

HAWK’S
HUMANIST
Local
- and
Importad
Handicrafti
vary raasonabla pricai

badspraads, bauds, batiks,
ballydakcing, cymbols è baits,
jawalry, incansa 4 much mora
l i t t Morra
[batwaan Higuara
and Marsh)

5U-M03

confirm all runu>r» he really doe»
castrate «hrrp with hi» teeth.)
One Week it'» u »wine lad, lear
ning how to clip teeth and notc h
ear». Next time it'» a »heep lab,
where the itudemi learn to "ca»t"
(throw) »heep and worm them.
Hut whatever ii going on, you can
bet the cla»» enjoy» it, and walk»
away leeling they actually learned
something. Amazing.
"Thi» is thr only lab I've hadKVERwhere I felt the three hour»
weren't wasted," »ay» Eric
Henderson, a graduatr »tudeni in '
Agricultural Education, And if
that isn’t testimony enough,
tlenderson adds, "The involve
ment is great. He really get» in
there and help» the students who
want to learn,"
Perhaps Stat s' thr key to
McNeal'» method of teachinginvolvement. Each nudenf 7»
given the oppotiuniiy to join in
and is encouraged to do so. The
results are entertaining as well as
enlightening.
"I really like the labs, say»
McNeal. "The very important
ixcrt i» participation."
T hr class certainly doe» partic i|xite. Now I'll Ire the first to
admit that castrating pigs made
me leel slightly ill (I don't darr
deny it. The whole class could see
it)e tace to the fat end <>l the Irani
as soon as the kra|tcl came out).
And I'll probably never Ire called
u |m iii to worm a sheep again. But
it'»till provides rtew experiencesand very valuable ones for those
who will continue in thr field.
, McNeal has been at Poly since
1969. He got his B.b. degree from
Cal Poly Pomona, hit M.S. degree
from the University of Nevada,
and it doing doctorate work at
Utah State University.
But what qualifies him even
more for his position is ex
perience.
f McNeal grew up around
livestock in Montana. He was
flock shepherd for two years at
Cal Poly Pomona, as well at a

Lyto
ttudenl horse trainer with the
Kellogg Arabian horse program.
He sheared sheep for three years
to pay for his education. Add to
the above work done for the U. S.
Sheep Experiment Station inr
Idaho, .working experiences at a

phot* By TONY HINTS
list of ranches in various western
minimum tain states, and ow
ning a small ranch in Idaho.
Put it all together and it
becomes clear why when he talks,
the students listen. Attentively,
(continued on page 6)
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The Student
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Vista Grande
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The Snack Bar
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Burned out?
STEVEN 9BYBOLD / .
A sensuous experience awaits
you ni you ilip slowly imo ihr
steaming hot minerai baths ai the
Avila Hot Springs.
Alter week» ol ( alleine ruthe» in
thr morning, nocturnal alcoholic
dou(hri and week» ol post-final
celebration», a bath in the ISO
degree mineral water (cooled

Up-anP In

down to mil your tolerance) il a
welcome relief.
Alter an hour ol lacing In one ol
the nine private bathi, your body
feeli purged ol all Rrraie, dirt and
foreign chemicals
Your mind ii totally relaxed
and all tension ol homework, ten»
and impending report» drill away
at you walk »lowly to your car in a
rare moment ol complete
pie relief.
Avila Hot Springs is located at
the Avila Brut hturn-olf just oil of
II Beach.
Highway 101 near Shell
Along with the mineral bath» two
pool» are provided ol varying »iie
and temperature, The large pool
1» SO X 100-fret long and ha» a
temperature of 8Mdegree».
A smaller pool i» provided (or
making in II» lOS-degree-water
and it 2-fret-deep in a 20 x 20-loot
area. Along with these facilities
thrrr it also a whilpool, two
maiteutrs, and a limited space (or
trailer» and camper».
I hr history ol Avila Hot
Spring» is rich in humor and
coloV. In the early 1900's a
German-American i»unirti Her
man Hutlan bought 200 arm on
Oil Port Reran (Avila Bruch
Road),
Bitten by thr oil bug and
»mitten with dream» of riches he
joined a group ol people and
formed the San Luis Bay Oil
Company. Between May and
November ol 1907 drilling began
nt Ithat
and it soon became apparent
Budan had »truck it rifh,
Moment» alter drilling began a
gusher ol pure oil »pewed out ol
the ground and only at (our (eetll
Yet the thrill ol a strike was short,
lived, (or it was soon discovered
that the drilling chuck had hit a
Standard Oil pipeline from
Southern California.
Undaunted by this disappoint
ment drilling continued ' until

another gusher erupted (rom the
ground. This time however, it
turned out only steaming hot
sulpher water. Daunted, me oil
company dissolved.
It was then that the youngest
ughter ol Herman, Edith
Budan, began capitalising on the
artesian wells. A year alter the oil
company dissolved Edith began
promoting • the hot water by
building baths and a pool. Thus
the hot springs began!
According to Robert Snowdy,
owner and manager ol the AviL
»Vila
Hot Springs, the resort continued

.XTT O

Porte ht-A u d l-V W
by appointmtni
Pacific Si. 543-7473

Fool ■! Avila Hoi Spring*
history during the
Prohibition Era.
il (hai lime (he resoti wa» a
major stop lor thè (un-loving
publu. Allegrili», thè hot spmigs
resoti wa» a source ol garnbling
and liquor. The liquor wa»
brought io by »hip» and »lashed al
thè numerou» cave» al thè nearby
beaci» ol Pirates Cove, later
transponed io (he tesori
li i» alto believed that thè m ori
wa» once a cathouse with thè
r baths serving as "office»".
«
aboul that when you’re
usking a batti.
A point ol interest lies in a lance
mirror inside the resort
a present of William Randolph
Hearsf, senior, (A question
remains what, if anything, he
retieved in return.)
With such a colorful history as
this Snowdy rm phasim the in
tent of the resort lacililies. No
alcohol is allowed on the premises
and the masseuses are licensed
under California law. As Paula
Snowdy, wife of the owner and
manager, so candidly puts it, "If
they're on a different trip, they
sure won't find it in San Luis
Obispo county."
The medicinal properties of the
water are still a source of attraelion. The water contains 61 per
cent of Sodium and Bicarbonate
residue which aids in the relief of
Poison Oak and helps heal minor,

photo by TONY H IR T Z
cut». The three tier cent «ulphur
and many ita« e eieinetit»
allegedly
rie
help in the relief ol arthritic pain,
and this is their main draw,
Admission prices into the pool
is fl.M) lor adults and 79 cents lor
c Inicien under 12. A private
mineral bath is 92.50; whirlpool91.DO; and a massage (including
bath and pool use) is 920.00,
There are lew rules so that the
resort may maintain a family at
mosphere, However i( anyone
gets out of hand Snowdy assures
them they may be one the outside
looking in.
. )
Concerning his ''■customers
Snowdy says, "Never do we find a
¡roue h on the way out, on die way
n sometimes."
One departing guest summed
up his feelings about the Hot
Springs with a smile, “It'» great
lor hangovers."

I

During the winter students and
instructors (rum Poly often (lock
to the baths (or a refresh Ir.,
ange and a discussion whil
»king in the pools.
In fact, according to Snowdy,
the instructors sometimes get so
wound up in their discussions
that they begin to disturb the
"family atmosphere." But, he
adds, they haven't been thrown
out..yet.
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WELCOME BACK
MUSTANGS
Se habla Margaritas
IHt»'» M O N II HI Y M U I I I / S A N I IMS (Mil SIM ) / (Al II O M N I A
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Lyle McNeal
(continued (rom page 9)
And ask a dozen interested
With an attitude like that, it's
questions afterwards.
easy to see why McNeal was
"I really like working with die irrrsented the Distinguished
students," says McNeal, adding, leaching Award in IVii, But he
"I leel they are the employers." didn't use the award as an exc use
Keeping this in mind, he vies not to sii late k and relax,
•o lose what he calls the "personal
llr leels you have "always gol
approach" to leaching. Ife makes to lie striving to Ire better," so he
an effort to learn all the students ker|M up with new cirvrlofrments
names as soon a*
as possible, ami in dir field by reading tint
likes to keep
eu hi*
hi» unni o|M-n (or tinuously,
visitors so fie can grt to know
The feeling hr gives io thee lass
(•rupie outside the classroom,
nm? possibly be summed up (rest
J,l re»|>rci rveryhcaly lea what wlic-n lu- says, "I really believe in
they
.. r _
are,"’»ays
_ _ ______
McNeal. Because pulling out thr rjura effort in
ol this hr doesn't "ridicule or leaching I believe it's a real
rmlumass Intentionally," and |Mivi lege u> leach "
irsurcl» the "rights ami feelings'
And when that kind erf rfferri is
ol his siudrriis As hr puts il, "I bring pul croi, it's a privilege ur
learn,
.

IT

penaieton
Bronson
Jantzen
Red I
Arrow
Ardee
Munslngwear Paquette
Levi's
Jody
London Fog Kitty Hawk
iockey
Ship N' Shore
Pebble Beach Sweet Baby Jane
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Don’t miss our “Sundance Social” from 7:00 to 11:00. tOpercent discount
merchandise. Free drawings and prizes throughout thé night.
7
University Square store only.
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r. An experimental course offered
by ihr psychology department is
the m u lt of Cul Poly President
Kennedy's concern over «hr
widespread use of drug« and
alcohol among youiiK proplr to
day.
Psychology 520X, Behavioral
Effects of Drugs and Alcohol, a
three-unit coursr taught by Dr.
- Prtrr l.ilchfirld, covrrs a widr
spectrum of subjects that rrlair to
«hr uses and misuses of various
druRs and alcohol.
lain year Pres. Kennedy called a
meeting of Poly department
heads and student body represen
tatives to discuss the necessity of
increused awareness of drug and
ultohol abuse among fuculty and
students.
He asked for their constructive
input in making information on
the matter available to the univer
sity public.
Ih r mythology department
proposed a course that would
scientifically and unemotionally
explore thr effects of drugs and
alcohol.
The course, which was en
dorsed by Dr. Billy Mounts, direc
tor of health services on campus,
the counseling center and the
student body, was first offered last
v
Winter quarter.
Kays Litchfield, "This is not-u
,
course in social science. It is a
11 hum in natural science." Hr
says that the course is based strict, ly upon objective data and is
research-oriented.
"While various viewpoints are
d is c u s s e d , th e re is no
philosophising or moralising.
Literature (in this field) is filled
with contradictory information.
We look at it critically and keep
the emotionality out of it," he
says.
Litchfield says thut because his
course is still in thr experimental
stage, it is continuously bring
revised. Eac h quarter some topic s
have been omitted und new ones
added lo fit the interests of the
students.
He »ays that some sign up for
his course ex|>etting it to lx- easy
and iun. These students are sur
prised,to find that they will not bc
sitting around encounter-group
fashion discussing put smoking
and getting high. "This is not an
eusy, Mickey Mouse, fun course,"
he stressed
Litchfield says that undents
who expect this type of coursr
quickly become dissillusioned
and/ drop out. He says that in
order to benefit front his course,
students must work hard and
become involved with the
material.
Other than a sophomore stan
ding, there is no prerequisite for
taking the course. "It is offered to
the general university public. It is
not necessary for the students to
V W
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inalimi nn both ajcohol and drugs
i* very stani. VVe hartlly know
anything aboui how ihry uffect
thè bruiti and liehavior. Thry're
extraordinarily vuriublethey
uffec t rach personality differently."
Although thè material is difficult, Litchfield says that
students generally do well in thè
£ f the most meaningful data com- (nurse. They are allowed to
t from animal research," says "learn whui they wunt," he says.
He does noi expec t theni to learn
Litchfield.
Kuurthj uses and abuses of all oi thè material becuuse it isso
drugs, such as. barbituates teehnic al. ite gives extra credit on
(downers) und amphetamines tests for creative thoughls, t>n(uppers) are studied. Also ex couraging students to explore
plored urr clinical uses of anti new areas.
psychotic drugs, which, among
Litchfield suys the response to
other things, ran control his course has been very favorable.
halluc ¡nations of the mentally Each quarter his cfusses have been
disturbed. Physiological addic overloaded, with "students sitting
tion lo hrroin and methadone all over thF floor.”
treatment of addicts is discussed.
Added to his own interesting
Finally, the origins, theories
und treatment of alcoholism are muterial, Litchfield has guest lec
studied in depth. Kays Litchfield, turers, such as psychiatrists and
' 'Alot of the theories are extremely pharmacologists, tulk to . his
limited. There are many myths students on the areas of their
regarding (he subject. Our infot;- expertise.

Drugs and alcohola classroom
have biology vor -psychology
backgrounds," suys Litchfield.
He says, in fact, that his
student* come from almost every
department on campus from
agriculture to architecture. He
says that the course is hopefully
valuable to almost everyone, no
matter what his background or
career plans.
What material is covered in
class? There are five major
divisions of study. The first is
methcxiological considerations:
how the effects of drugs and
alcohol are investigated, apd thr
conclusions that cun bendrawn
Iront datu gathered.
The second is psychological
dependence: the effects of drugs

thut result from factors other titan
their chemistry.
Kays l.ilchfirld, "A drug can
create behavioral changes not
because of it* chemistry, but
free ause of the society's unci the
individual's altitudes toward it. A
drug can Ire the doorway into a
wholr new personality odevelop'
r
menl."
Third, hullucinugenir drugs,
such us LSD, marijuana and
mescaline, are explored. Neuro
physiological effects are studied
m relationship to memory, motor
performance, thinking, percep
tion, learning ability, emotions
und motivation.
Research on animals, a* well u*
on humans, is discussed. "Some

The Creamery— new and old
by MARK LtXFKER
Two men have turned a
seemingly impossible dream into
reality by bringing life to the
wreckage of thr old milk process
ing plant on Higurra .Street.
In its place stands the
Creamery, Kan Luis Obispo's
newest example of how recycling
can work for building* as well as
paper and glass.
John Korelich and Jim Swift'
are the two men who have drawn
uppluusr from those who tulk in
such terms us "character" and
"charm." Korelich, a developerarchitect, und Kwift, a restaurant
manager, have seen^heir original
idea for a Mexican restaurant
grow into what is now a complex
ol 19 stores offering everything.
from plants to food to painting
1The
lie \Creamery,
.KTIIIK iy, nil
l.-*llsl|N
an L-shaped
brick and woext structure, fronti
on Nipomo and lltgueru ,Stretti»
and was built in I90ti for uve
Cnlden State Creamery.
X
Today,, the old warehouse
lights still hung overhead and the
milkcan lumps adorn the shop
wall* us shoppers stroll through
*
what were once rexmts used to
lursteurue milk und freere ice
cream. •
A majority of the shops are
established businesses* that have
moved becuuse the i^eamery
oifers more room to expand and
they report thut business is better
than ever.
The co-owner of The Creenery,
Mary Cleeves, suys that she and
her husband Dick have found that

-.v

23

'business is much better since we
moved here. We have more rearm
and thr location seem» just
right."
An assorunent of supplies und
accessories for indoor and out
door plant* are found here along
with macrame pot holders that
Mury make* herself. '
But, established businessess
aren’t the- only ones doing a good
uadr. People who have set up
shop with no previous experience
whatsoever report tlutt the future
is bright.
T
Co-owner ol Kutunn Airbrush,
i Kathleen Reed, suys that she
slutted a business in iheCaeumery
because "it was the mtesl com-

plex in town and has a nice
atmosphere."
A novice in the retail trade
world, she reports that she and her
co-partner, Marianne Carlson,
have a week (or slock that in
cludes airbrushed clothes, puka
shells and liquid silver bracelets.
The Creamery looks like a well
planned Venture that is paying its
own way now but according to
Kotrlich the whole thing just
happened by chance,
"We Itud no deliberate plan,"
says Korelich. "We were just
geared into using it as a shopping
center"
The ideu for the Creamery was
first planted in 1974 when
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home Improvement center

welcomes Cal Poly back
to school with great values
We have everything to fix
up your room or apartment.
Come In and aee. - "r

Reject Doore
$4.99

Particle Board
Shelves
1 in. x 1 2 ln. x 4 ln.
.69
1 1n. x 12 ln. x 8 ln.
1 in. x 12 ln. x 1 2 ln. 3.49

E-"

Plastic
Trash Cans
with look lid
$8.49 ea.
Concrete Blocks
for bookshelves
l21n. x U ln . .89 ea.

Lots of Color and Quality,
Imported and Domestic
Y A R N S • C O R D S • TW IN E

Opta W w M ayi 8:00 i t BsM
Saturday» ♦ 'If I • I tadty f 'tfl

Bells • Beads • Books • Patterns
Hardware a Instructions

The Creamery
K

os

All Reflnished
shelving and brackets
20 percent off

Clean the bugs out of your apartment.
We have Holiday Foggens as advertised on TV.

F o r use In c re a tiv e s titc h e ry , cre w e l,
m a c ra m è , n e e d le p o in t, k n ittin g ,
c ro c h e t a n d ru g m a k in g .

544 8866
5 7 0 K ig u e ra S tre e t, S .L .O :

Korelich, a 1972 architecture
graduate of Cal Poly, was owner
of Kore Construction Company.
He was approached by Kwift,
recently returned from a stay in
Australia as a restaurant
munager, with the idea of conver
ting an old building into an ice
cream factory. ^
Two months later, both men
got serious . about going into
business together and settled on
tifi- Creamery as their loc*Uoir.
It was the fourth lexulioil they
visited und they decided it, was
(x-rfec I lor the Mexic an restaurant
they wanted lo build. -?
(continued on page 54)
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¡HOT
A Complete Quick Lunch
That Will Fit Into
.v :
a Student’s Budget.

Still Serving Our Grande Burger,
Tacos, Homemade Burrltos
and Taqultos
OPEN EVERYDAY 10-1 am
i Friday Saturday Til 2 am
11 Santa Roaa comer of
- Santa Roaa Foothill Blvd
SAN LUIS OBISPO
,1 P.
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to ft 10 Maweay, SafaaiSac M, l»T»
by MARK LOOKER
The »(ark, rocky boulder» aie»i
10 iu volcanic origin». One of
nine Morro» lha( »(reich from Kan
Lull Obispo to Morro Bay, San
,
'
Lui* Mountain ha» been dormant • • •
(or teveral centurie» »ince iu crealion. This »ummer, however, it
errupted,
The cause of the rrrupiion wa»
philosophical, not geological.
The question centered around a
bask question, "What right» doe* more sharply than any other issue
a property owner have?" In this . in recent years,
case the property owner was Ale*
Chose who support the efforts
Madonna, a man who is, if San cite his concern (or the communi
Lui» Obispo i» to ever have one, ty and his concern (or the moun
the arch patriarch of the city. A tain as evidence that he would not
contractor-raw her-innkeeper, he ruin the mountain's appearance.
it a man who has been praised and
Madonna himself, in a letter to
condemmed (or his construction the city council, said “It is my love
of the Mpdonna Inn, a creation for that mountain that motivated
that has drawn national rccogni* me to build a road to assist in
lion to (he city.
protecting in from future fires,"
Opponents, led by councilman
During the summer months, he Keith Gurnee, believe the roads
decided to grade a fire road on his are not meant for fire protection
mountain. But was it "his" but are merely the first step in
mountain? The debate raged in Madonna's previously a n 
the editorial pages of the nounced plans to build a
Telegram Tribune, at city council restaurant or hotel on the moun
meetings, at Board of Supervisor's tain.
meetings and in the offices and
Since he bought the mountain
liv in g room s of people in 1973, Madonna has talked
throughout the city.
openly of putting a restaurant,
A sampling of two let ters to the lodgings and recreation facilities
editor pretty much sums up how on it. He has often said that his
the two sides feel about the ques dream is to create "something
tion;
twice the site of Madonna Inn."
"He owns it and he has the
But details aren't known since
right to do anything he wants to he has not yet formally presented
with his land."
a propoMl to the county planning
"He's raping the mountain."
departmfci. Zoned now (or
The grading of what Ale* agricultural purposes, the moun
Madonna terms "fire" roads on tain must be retoned to commer
San Luis Mountain, began July I, cial use before building can
It divided the city’s populace begin.

Madonna’s mountain
or is it really his ?
c.

The controversy begun with u
small brush (ire atop thr moun
tain on June 29, which charred a
roughly 60-foot circle of chapparui. On July I, Madonna began
buldozing roads on thr northeast
and south slope of thr mountain.
His bulldozers ran into more
resistance than just Mime hard
rocks. They ran into an angry
councilman Keith Gurnee.
Gurnee began a course of ac
tion that would eventually go
from thr local courts to the city
council and then thr County
Board of Supervisors, all with the
same, end result; The grading
went on as the city contemplated
buying (hr mountain. At the end
of August the city council was
still mulling over the problem of
acquistion.
An acknowledged spokesman
for student», minorities and thr
ecology-minded, Gurnee's first
step was to attempt to grt a
temporary restraining order
against Madonna. He questioncsLthe legality of the grading but
county offlrials said there was no
violation of a county law which
e x e m p ts
g r a d in g
" fo r
agricultural purposes" from per
mit and environmental study
procedures. Grading of the roads

Hatretytee by Hand

Palaca
Hairatylta
Tartufa Plata

1032 Nlpomo 543-4292
Get Your Hair
In Shape for Summer
W l L O V I TO CUT

.C

Blue Dove Beauty Baton
Doiarea
Babcock arw
owner
■ev
sosaa v »earwwwrs
r rwr
774 Palm Bt.
544-1213

Four Months Labor
One Year Parte .
warranty on all TV bench work

TV 8ERVICE *
ZENITH RCA
Factory Authorized Service
Tuner rebuilding guaranteed one year
parte and labor (all makee * modele, color or B/W )
Free picture tube teeta while you watch.
Ueed TV ealee. Written eetlmatee In advanoe.
Student dlecount oarde honored,

R&I
ELECTRONICS
O U A U TY M R VIC S
IU C T K 0 M C A IP A IA M A L M
M O M T R A T IO N N O .W M

1337 Monterey 544-2627
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BACKPACK INQ
•Ktlfy
‘ Sunbird
*0«rry
*Camptretl
•Univtr'aai
‘ Backcountry
fishing

•Garcia
‘ Diawa
•Fennwick
*Pann
‘Silaflas
‘ Cortland
FROZEN A LIVE BAIT
HUNTINO
•Browning
*Savaga
•Remington ‘Colt
•Mhacle
‘ SAW
•Rugar
•Winchester
GUN9MITHINQ
SCOPES
CLOTHING
BOOTS

for fire protection win a
legitimate exemption, officials
said.
Gurnee dropped his suit and at
the July 7 city council meeting its
members voted to send a letter to
Madonna protesting his action
and asked that he inform the
council of his plans for the peak.
The mountain is outside the city
limits and the council could take
not legul action to halt the
grading.
At the next city council meeting
no reply had been received and
Gurnee asked that the city con
sider buying the mountain. More
than 130 persons jammed the
chambers for the study session
and of the 40 who spoke, com
ment was evenly divided between
those who supported Madonna
and those who spoke for preser
ving the mountain and wanted
the i uy to buy it.
Councilman Myron Gruham
luted up behind Gurnee's
proposal with councilmen Steve
Petterson and Jesse Norris op
posed. Graham said it was a
"natural thing" to say "our
mountain" even if Madonna
owns it, Norris said the mountain
was "rightfully the county's
problem."
Mayor Kenneth Schwartz said
"I'm willing to take Mr, Madon
na at his word. And his word to
the public is that it's a fire road,.."
However, he made it clear that he
would support condemnation
prcceedings should "it turn out
differently." Right now, he said,
the city didn't have the money
necessary for purchase.
At iu July 21 council meeting,
the members voted to approve a
detailed study that could lead to
acquistion, Councilman Norris
voted against the proposal and
said the answer id peak preserva
tion is not "more government.”
The city should not spend money
(or open space when money is
lacking (or other things, he said,
The council approved two
other peak-related actions. One
asked for suite action to "protect"
the Monos that stretch from San
Luis Mountain to Morro Rock.
The other was to ask the county
(or ordinance changes to better
protect the environment.

The actions tame after a four
hour long meeting at which
seventy persons topk the
microphone. Their comment*,
were again evenly divided and more emotional thun the week
before. Gurnee at various times
was branded a "Communist" and
a ".Kacist" and his recall asked for.
Gurnee was elected last April to
his second two-year term by the
biggest vote margin in city
history.
There were unanimous reser
vations, from both sides of the
issue, about complete suite acquistion. Gurnee und his sup(sorters indicated that they would
prefer to see the (leaks as privutely
owned ranches but only "if the
(leaks ure respected."
They buying of the mountain,
at least the upper 140 acres ubove
the pasture lund on the lower
slojies, appeared to Ik- within the
city's budget.
The city has 9180,000 in a
reserve fund for peaks acquistion.
The mountain above the brush
tine is roughly 150 acres. If that
much of the (leak cost $ 1,000 an
acre, the city would have the
money.
Courthouse records show the
cost |ier acre of the three ram hes
that Madonna bought to gain
control of the (teak. The roughly
195-acre Hiunrhi property cost
91,HM0 pei acre. The Olgiati
(Hopcrty cost about 9500 per acre
and thr Alberti ranch about 9909
pet ac re.
The Bianchi property is the
chunk that includes most of thr
major part of thr uip of the
mountain. The top 80 acres are
assessed at 9150 per acre.
City accrsMirs weir to look over
thr land and report to the council
its estimate of a purchase price.
The discussion of a price was held
behind dosed doors as thr council
met in executive session.
Madonna has consistently
made clear his intention to fight
city acquistion. Acting as Madon
na's spokesmen, radio station
owner Homer Odom said Madon
na would not sell.
If the city decides to buy the
peak and Madonna resist», acquistion would involve condem
nation proceedings and a court
battle over the price.
The price awarded by a jury
would be based on Madonna's
Kurchase price, and what the
md's potential as rommrrical
Eroprriy is. The biggest unnown is how Madonna's roads
would affect thr price.
Starting from the 9150 per acre
assessment on the peak, even
assuming a generous factor to
account for assessment lag (the
(continued on page 11)
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“One Qf the few TRUE hardware atoraa
etili left In America."
From beer bottle cappers to many
obsoletos, you name It, we've got It.
The Beet Knlvee
Kobar Case Buck
581 HIGUERA BT. 8LO
V FREE PARKING 543-7102
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The government May five, but
it may alio taka away. Veterani
attending Poly under the 01 Bill
are being warned that the govern*
meni will recover overpayment!
of Cl benefit!.
According to the Veterani Ad*
miniitration Office in Lot
Angele«, overpayment« wilt be
deducted from future check« until
the amount ii paid. The un*
warranted bonuiei are generally
due to veterani not reporting
changei in their statuì, number ol
dependent« or in the type of train*
ing. More inform ation ii
available at the campui veterani
Veteran! are alio being warned
by John Miller, VA official, to
check up on their life iniurance
policies inued by the VA.

warn
«¡Sr*.

SELL-TRADE
i L
w

CAM PUS
CAM ERA

7«SHl«gere Street

Problems on the
(continued from page 10)
mountain was lau assessed a year
ago, lire price for the |x*uk a»
agricultural land appear« to lie
within the city's budget.
Hut many cili/rnsexpreiird the
»ame irniimeni u« Councilman
Norri» and felt the money could
be iN'ttei »pent elsewhere. He
pointed to recently raised sewer
he» um! pinpokul» to rais? water
tate», talk about freak pteietvalion "should tuke plate in die
»u|NTvi«oi's chamber!," t laimed

property und enforce naie law»," Ad i» being violated, hr ran in*
they are for "forcing lami from iliulr a lawsuit and seek a re«train
privale fiumi» into public ing order or injunction.
ownership,
A» the dog days of summer drew
Pcitrrion'i »harp remark« were to a close, the controversy was
hioughl about by. the Mould'» tooling off ad the city council
defeat of two pian» io hall funhet debuted whether to initiate ac*
load um tjrudion. Su |>rr visors t|uislion of the mountain. But the
Kurt Kup|>t'i and Richard Krrsja matter was sure to heat up once
fought for an ordinance and the count il made its decision.
t esulo lion, to prom t the moun*
As one observor tonrluded,
tain from development. They "It's a t a»f of 'dammed if they do
were voted down by Heilman,
(continued on page IS)
Mankitn and Willeford.'
The »late Attorney General's
It was mat tly ihr stifrrrvisor's office entered the pitture lute in
refusal» to take any at lion that August when a deputy attorney
prompted the council'! action generul made an air insfiet lion ol
and one councilman, tttrve Patter the roads. .Sylvia (into, of the
son, vented his frustration. "I environmental «et lion of the at
really doubt that they (super- torney general's office, »aid she
visors) tail get together and do had tome to update an investiga
what need« to In * done on this tion and lake pic tures.
subject," he »aid."
Because
She would not stale what
some supervisors (in reference to at non—if any—might be taken
Hun« Heilman. I lowanl Mankins or when. If thr Attorney (General
and Milton Willeford) "are un kvellr Younger detetmine» that
willing to put restrictions on the »late Knvironemmal Quality
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THIS IS HERB CHAMPION
A SENIOR AT CAL POLY
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When he graduates, he is
GUARANTEED a starting
salary of over $10,000 a year
V

Free dental care
Free medical care for himself
and his dependents
Food, gasoline, clothing and
many other items at
reduced prices
An opportunity for foreign travel
Eligibility for one of the
most comprehensive
retirement plans offered by
any organization
Additional educational
opportunities
iltU

HERB IS GOING TO BE A UNITED STATES ARMY OFFICER. AND HE
WILL ATTAIN THAT GOAL THROUGH HIS COMPLETION OF THE
HERE AT CAL POLY.
We mentioned some of the material benefits that Herb will enjoy as an Army
officer. Perhaps more important Is the experience In leadership and
management that Herb will gain as an officer plus the personal satisfaction
that comes from doing challenging, meaningful work. Our Military Science
program Is designed to prepare all of our cadets, both men and women, to
meet the challenge of life as an officer In the United States Army.
HERE 18 HOW THE CAL POLY MILITARY SCIENCE PROGRAM SHAPES UPl
S O P H O M O R E YEAR:
FRESHMAN Y E A R MBo 101-A one hour per week-one credit oouree In the
evolution of warfare, oomoepts of International balanoe
or power.
MBo 108-A one hour per week-one oredlt oouree In the
U.B. defenee establishment
MBo 103-A one hour per week-one oredlt oouree In
U.B. military hletory and the prinolplee of war.

JUNIOR YEAR:

MBo 301-A four hour per week-four oredlt oouree In
advanoed leadership, prinolplee and methods of army
Inatruotlon and oounterlneurgenoy techniques and
taotlos.
MBo 303-A four hour per week-four oredlt oouree In
small unit taotlos and taotloal communications.

TOTAL CREDIT HOURS-25
W l BRUT T H I FOUR C O L L IQ I Y IA R 8 IN HALF and
oall the freshman and sophomore years the BASIC
C O U R 8I; the junior and senior years the ADVANCED COURSE.
All students are eligible to apply for full ROTC
scholarship awarded on a competitive basis.
All ADVANCED COUR8E students drew 1100 per
month up to 11000 per year or 12000 total for the junior
and senior years,
ADVANOED COURSE students who qualify oan enroll
in a free olvidan flight Instruction oouree.
VETERANS SHIP THE BASIC COURSE and anroll
directly In the advanoed oouree.

M8o 201 -A two hour per week-two oredlt oouree In land
navigation using military maps and oompaas.
M8c 202-A two hour per week-two oredlt oouree In the
prinolplee of personnel management.
MSc 203-A two hour per week-two oredlt oouree In the
prinolplee of military taotlos and operations.

ADVANCED
CAMP:
Following completion of MBo 301 and 303, a six-week
Intensive leadership training and development exercise
held at Ft. Lewis, Washington, (salary B expenses)

SENIOR YEAR:

M8o 401-A four hour per week-four oredlt oouree In
advanoed leadership, military justice, methods of
coordination and planning among elements of military
team.
MSc 403-A four hour per week-four oredlt oouree, a
continuation of MBo 401.
________;______
WHAT IF YOU HAVE MISSED SOME OF THE BASIC
COURSES?
You oan take 100 and 200 level oourses concurrently.
Or, If you have sophomore standing, you oan oomplete
the baslo oouree by attending the ROTO .BASIC CAMP
at Ft. Knox, Kentuoky (salary B expenees) the summer
between your sophomore and junior years and then ,
enter the Advanoed oouree your Junior year.
All texts and materials neoeesary for Military Science
oourses are supplied free of oharge.

WE DON’T THINK THE ARMY IS FOR EVERYONEBut If you’re a cut above, and you want a challenging Job when you graduate,
stop by the Military Science Department In Dexter Library. We would be
happy to dlscues the ROTC program with you at length. Telephone 546-2371

/'

Rape, occurs
often
by PATTI CALLAHAN
A frequently committed, but
aeldom reported crime in the U, S.
is rape. Every 10 minute« out of
the day women are subjected to a
horrifying
experience—ran*.
With the aid of "«gpe OUia
Center" those victim« will be
helped upon request.
;
Within the la«t lour «tomb» a
group of interested woman have
been working in hope* of o r « id l
ing a center far the needy. Thoae
women have now ettabliahed 1«
San Lui» Obispo a Rape Olii»
Center and it ii extremely in
volved with aiding any rape vic
tim. The center ha» over SO
volunteer« working around the
dock auiiting female« in distress.
The first training program es
tablished by the center was held
on June 21, ihrsecond session was
held on July 3. The center's hot
line number it 544*6162 and is
open 24 hours a day for assistance.
Tht Rape Crisis Center consists
of a director, assistant director,
legal committee, medical com
mittee, police committee,
• speakers bureau and volunteers or
advocates. The advocates are "oncall" specialists which enables
them to aid the victim in what
ever she wants done, under no
circumstances does the lose con
trol.
Advocates are of all ages suited
for the victim; there are;
Spanish speaking advocates,
teen advocates, mature advocates
and elderly advocates. The ad
vocates are designated a six-hour
shift, one day per week and durving that shift always in teams of
two.
Very much a part of the center,
Ann Bernhardt sympathises with
those victims of rape, as she suites,
"There are lots of prejudices abvout rape as a crime." One
J t that Ml women victtmii

V&k tor U,MIn

d 'V {friend»

relative or boyfriend was the
rapist. During a survey ISj rape
victims showed the folkwring:
36 percept of the rapists were
total strangers.
7 percegLof the rapists were
known by sight.
“j
* .
14 per cent of the rimis» were
relatives, family, friend^' o f
boyfriends.
.v , ' - ' '*
30 per. cant of the nftiisis werft
neighbors or acquaintances,
Statistics prove chat rape vic
tims are not the subjects of psy
chotic», but in fact 50 p*r cent of
all rapes in one study was known
(continued on plage IB)

Madonna

(continued from page II)
and dammed if they don't.’ No
matter what they decide, this
town is going to be involved in a
debatr that touches some very
basic rights."
What comet first? The right of
the public to enjoy the unspoiled
beauty of a mountain that looks
over the city? Or the right of the
property owner to develop his
tana as he sees fit? Should the city
spend money to buy the moun
tain? Or should it be spent on
improving the downtown area?
These questions loom large in
the minds of city and public
officials. And as tome 14,000
college students return to town to
see what the summer has
wrought, there will be no doubt
be a call to ac tion by those who
proclaim "He's raping the moun
tain," and those who believe "He
owns it and he has the right to do
anything he wanu to do with his
land."
Whether this latest erruption of
the mountain will be fatal to it or
i is sUil u p in tbf air. Whether
«. conflict taf ideas can be
stronger,
‘ iw m ,
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HASSLE
When you see one of our tow trucks on
Campus, we are there because someone
called us for assistance. If you ever have
car trouble of any land call 544-6111...
well be right there.

HANSEN'S TOWING
w m em sssm m m m m m am m

VOU CAN S A V I M O N IY O N OAS AT OUR S IL M IR V IC I
RUMPS A ND O N OUR S P K IA L BUYS O N TIRIS A N D BATTIRIIS
ivQluolve Central Coast Deelar For

MG-Triumph-JaguarJensen Healey
Sales-Parts-Servlce
066 Morro St. Sen Lule Oblepo 644-6066

For Those Just Right
Hair Trims or Style Cuts
UNIVERSITY
BARBERSHOP
For Appointment
Phone 543-8253
Unlverelty Square
892 Foothill
Student Dlecount Carde
Welcome

(H P

10 per oent Discount on A utogene,
la b o r, and Towing
MEMBERSHIP * PRES FOR CAL POLY AMDOUBSTA
OOUJQBBTUDBNTS.
84 HOUR O H I OK OASHfNQ MRVIOfc

HANSEN'S UNION
1340 TAFT AT C A LIFO R N IA
O P iN 24 HOURS

544-6111
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She just hates
her old flames
by CHERYL WINFREY
A grain fire blazes.
Water, 300 gallons a 'minute,
•licet through a two and a half
inch (ire hoae, five timet the
diameter of a typical garden how.
Fifty pound* of pressure, twice
that of a garden how, wnd* the
water through a two-inch nozzle
a* the nozzlemali itruggle* to aim
the »pray at the haw ol the flame*.
One or more backup firemen help
handle thei hoW, keeping it
ttraight
ight and acting a* a »afeguard
•hould the nozzleman low control. An uncontrolled charged
how will whip about with
enough ttrength to dent car* and
break leg*.
. The nozzleman, peering
through the tmoke i* a 5-fool, 2inch, 115-pound Cal Poly coed.
Jan Colby, 19, a tophmore in
education, i* a watonal
«
jhter attached to the
Nipomo Forett Fire Sution. She
it one of two women fire fighter*
working in San Lui* Obispo
County for the California Divilion of Fore*try,
Colby recall* an incident the
experienced a* a (ire fighter: "We

were covering for La Penza (na
tion) which wa* covering a larger
fire. I wa* the nozzleman. It wa*
really exciting. You turned
around and couldn't we the (ire
truck it wa* *o «moky. I wa* really in the fire."
Colby'* home town i* Glen
dale. For the past year Miu Colby
had lived in San Lui* Obitpo. She
wa* encouraged to apply for the
job by a friend working in Red
ding at a fireman. Her interest in
the outdoor*, hiking and tnow
tkiing wa* a contributing (actor.
After tix week* of work Mi**
Colby rxpreited her reaction*:
"It't great, but you really have to
want to do it. If you're jutt a
women'i-libber, it'* no good. A
lot of thew guy* are cornervalive."
- Before being hired applicant*
had to paw a demanding physical
agility ten. The test consisted of a
teriet of tit-upt, puih-upt, jum
ping exercise* and a shuttle run.
The applicanu alto had to run an
obstacle courw with 80-pound
how* »trapped to their back*.
A* a fire fighter Jan work* a
120-hour week. For five day* the it

ACTIVE PEOPLE
SHOP AT
BELLO’S
SPORTING GOODS
Shoes for running and
specialized activities by;
N Ike-Converse-Tiger
Ridel-Spotbllt-Point 4
Handball Gloves from
$6,75
Handballs $1.00 and $1.20
Racquetball Racquets
$7.50 up
Racquetballs $1.10 up , ‘
Tennis equipment from
head to foot.
Athletic socks, white or
striped $1.10 up
Compy swim goggles $3.50
Bike #10 supporters $1.49
Large stock of colored
T-shirts for teams or
individuals
Nylon or cotton running
shorts
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photo by CHERYL WINFREY

Firefighter Jan Colby.
Colby will continue working
on call 24 hour*, living at the out a fire. Usually we end up in a
until the fire season closes which
station. She then ha* two day* off. water fight."
Colby said a routine day at the muy beinid-Octoberor November
‘There have been problem»," nation beginfat &30 a.m. with depending on the weather. If the
Colby said. "It'» the first time exercise*. Breakfast follow* an weather stays warm and dry the
they’ve had a woman here; it'* hour later with time in between to teuton is extended. She would like
hard for the guy* to accept. Just clean up. One of the problem* to continue with the Forestry
having a girl around (i* a worked out at the start wa* the Division: "I'd like to go up into
problem). Alto, a lot of the wive* showering arrangement: men the mountains and be a fireman,"
Seasonal firr fighters must re
don't really like it. I'm with their shower in the morning, Jan
apply for jobs each year. Starting
husband* more than they are, showers at night.
tome of them."
Meals are prepared by a cook, Mlary for Jan was $548 a month
In spite of initial difficulties Colby mid, "We take turn* doing for a 120-hour work week. In
Colby said the enjoy* her work: KP After your day off you stay in addition she had to buy her own
uniforms.
"Things have worked out pretty the kitchen and help."
Forestry fire fighter's, engineers
well. I Tike the station. The crew is
The rest of the morning it spent
good and I get a lot of training." in working around the station: and captains work an 84-hour
A normal shift hat an 11 painting, doing yard work, clean ' week. The shift is normally four
ton crew. When not fighting ing hose* and waxing trucks. days on, three days off, three days
• they spend time naming. Sometimes training wuion* are on and four days off.
Jan would recommend her job
New fire lighten must have I I held in the morning.
hotm training before they can
Lunch usually is served at noon to other women: "If they really
ride the trucks,
followed by a daily volleyball want a job and like to get in and
ribed the training: game to help keeep in shape.
dneribt
work. You learn a lot."
king
Everyday we do someth!
Afternoons normally are spent
different: emergency first aid. tot training. This may include
practice making hose Imre (roll working with a hook and ladder.
out coiled how and attach more
After dinner firemen are
how to it). We’ve used tree* before restricted to the station but are
and the garage pretending to put normally on their own.

E

Madonna
Road
Shall

For All Your Car Nsods

1 Free Gallon
of Gas with
This Coupon
Expires Oet. 1, 1975
Limit 0n s Coupon
par Customer
_ 643-1991

204 Madonna Road

"We have a garden out back: I
have been helping the engineers,"
Jan wid. "I wash my car, read, or
my boyfriend may visit."
Miss Colby said her boyfriend
dors not object to her job; that if
firr fighting it what »hr wants to
do then she should do it.
„ I'hr actual time spent in put
ting out a firr may hr very short.
Colby said mop-up work "takes
so long because you have to go to
all the logs and make sure tltay are
out."
Stations cover for each other if
extra men arr called to fight a
large fire elsewhere. Recently
more than 140 firr fighters were
used to fight a blaze in the Rin
conada Range brtwrrn Santa
Margarita and Pozo. Miss Colby
was one of the members of the
Nipomo crew sent to help with
mop-up work.
Jan said. "We go all over the
county. We go overnight, bring
our hags and stuff and stay at the
lexal station. It's been quiet so we
haven't gone anywhere."

.-W a rm -_ u fi_ 4 u iJ & ,______________

Visit our ladies’ sportswear
shop. Danskin tights &
leotards, Speedo & Jantzen

W ELCOME BACK
POLY STUDENTS

_______ laoJjLauUta.______

B v/L7 /S

Poly coed
studies
abroad

llow tnney does your universi
ty weigh? A strange question un
less your schcxd is the IH.(HX) ton
ship S..H. Universe Cumpus. And
this full the quest ion is for
Suzanne F.ileen Williams.
Williams was admitted to the
World (zitnpus Afloat program of
Chapman College where she and
323 students will study the origins
of civilization.
During the three months of
classes, labs and seminars the
flouting university will slop in 12
countries. There the students will
lie able to study the social,
economic and cultural lifestyles
of the residents through field trips
and rescurth projects.
Portugal, Greece, Venezuela
and Columhiu are among the
(Mirts of cull for l he child develop
ment major. The ship will also
stop in Algeiiu, Yugoslavia,
IHirkey,
F.gypt,
L ebanon,
Senegal, Tririitlud and lluiti,
The ship sailed (tom Pott
Kverglades, Honda on Sept. 5 and
will return thereon Dec. 19.

KCPR

HOME OF THE 7Se
BREAKFAST

S p o r tin g G o o d s

886 Monterey St.,
San Luis Obispo 543-2197
»TZ-kx
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Alcohol abuse
m ajor
drug problem
by LYNN JENNINGS
Jay is an alcoholic. Hr isulsou
student, ami ha» been ut Cal Poly
loi the pan tlm r year». Jay di»coveted hit ulcnholitm about
nine month»'ago and ha» been on
a | iioki am ol recovery ever sintr.
Alcoholism frequently i*
lelerretl to in the media a» "the
number one drug problem," It iia
di»eaie much like diabrtri or
hypoglycemia, and run Ire latal if
not treated.
"The diabetic launot eat sugar.
Mil Irody won't metabolite it
'properly. I take alcohol into my
»y»irin tttul my laxly dcx'in’t
metabolite it riKht. My thinkitiK
become* cluttered. My »perch
become» incoherent. And more
especially, I think, piyc hological
ly I juat do an about (ace and
become anothei type of person, a
pet »on I don’t want to be
anymore,"- Jay explained.
,r .
While the physical and p»ycholtRic al effectsof alcohol on the
alchololic are painfully destruc
tive, the individual cannot do
without the ill it» He or she is
addicted. Dr. Hilly Mounts, of the
Cal Poly Health (enter describe»
it u» a physical and emotional
habituation. Ih r alcoholic is
"one who is controlled by alcohol
initratl ol the opposite, and is
emasculated by usiiiK it," Dr,
Mount» »aid.
«
A survey takrn by Michael
Uxrnry of the Health Centre
Mental Health team showed that
67 per cent of the respondents
who drink do so because of
"sociability." Indeed, many
social functions revolve around
drinking, One young woman said
»he could no longer leel con fortable with her drinking friends,
because "they think I’m strange
because I don't drink."
Although many people can be
"heavy drinkers" for much of

their fives, they are not necessarily
alc holic. Hut those who are, often
go for yeartf without realising it
don't admit it bec ause of certain
moral implications; "'lire idea of
it being a disease, at first I didn't
hut it. I thought it wu» a moral
thing. I really did. I thought I wus
a moral leper," »aid Jay.
The effects of Jay‘s disease once
brought him to the brittk of
suicide. He admits that it is diffic ult to live with an alc holic, and
that tamilir» are often broken
because of this.
"I became hypercriticaL,JL,
wouldn’t get physically violent,
but I'd get very abusive in my
language,, 1 became obnoxious, i
gnnsly obnoxious. I became
defensive about what I was doing,
I was hostile, belligernel, stuff
like that." he said.
Dr. Mounts said the health
center staff treated 12 cases of
alcohol-related accidents and in
juries during Poly Royal weekend
and that three or four cases each
weekend during the academic
year are not uncommon.'
The Health Center now has an
alcohol abuse program. Any stu
dent who needs help can go the
Health Center Monday through
Friday, H to 1 p.m.
There he or shr can receive
counseling from the nurse on
duty, and the doctors are on cal).
In addition, the program now has
a drug called Antabuse. The stu
dent must not drink for 72 hours,
thrn can lake a pill daily with the
assurance thin if he takes a drink,
he will become violently ill.
The alcholic'* view of An
tabuse is not one of complete
trust.
Jay said, "'The minute you take
awuy the Antabuse, the threat is
gone. There's nothing wrong
with it. But I think there's more to
the problem of alcohlism than

just drinking itself,"
Dr. Mounts said that Antabuse
i» not a cure for the jdc holic, and
that those using Antabuse could
p ro fit
fro m
A lc o h o lic
Anonymous or some other
program.
Jay said his program has
helped him to be more aware of
himself,
"I have become able to be total
ly honest with myself." He
beleives that is the first step to
recovery.

O P IN SUNDAYS

Plaster Hobby House
Statuary Wall Decor Lamps Planters

2161 South Broad Street
San Lula Obispo, Oal. 63401
1046 Qrand Ava.
Arroyo Orando

his show. "It’s summer stock in its
truest form. I looked (or all-round
theater people who could act,
sing, construct sets, light,
etcetera," he says. His 16-member
company is made up mostly of
college students, several of whom
are from Hancock.
The theatre's first production
was "Ten Nights in a BarRoom", a classic temperance
drama in which the evils of
alcohol are, sometimes comically,
sometimes tragically, illustrated,
Says Schlenker, "Sweeny Todd
is a murderer who makes Dracula
look like the leader of the Girl
Scout camp," He explains that
it's all just good clean fun
though. "It's entertainment that
the entire family can enjoy."
The theater building itself js
half the fun. Once a Rexall drug
store, it is now a Jaycee meeting
hall that has been rented ana
refurbished by the company.
What it lacks in site and comfort,
it make» up for in gaiety and
charm'.
, I
Why did they settle in Oceano
rather than San Luis or Santa
Maria? Says Schlenker, "I wanted
it near the beach. I was aiming at
the tourist crowds." He originally
had considered Pismo, but decid
ed against the area.

Ruth Owaneon
(606) 644-4616

camini
— clocks
notibooki
— posters

gift!
supplies
art gallary
auppliaa

Oceano has
its drama, too
by SUSAN RAMSDEN
lire tiny coastal community of
Ocrano, south of San Luis
Obispo, boasted an unusual new
theater this summer. The Great
American Melodrama provi
ded a rollicking good lime
for patrons with high camp
drama that was big in the 19th
Century.
The small theater is the realisa
tion of a dream that started three
year» ant in the minds of two
talented, ambitious dramatists;
Johnnie Schlenker and Annette
Gillespie.
Both Santa Marians have im
pressive backgrounds in theater
work. Schlenker and Ms.
Gillespie, who are co-owners and
producers of the melodrama, are
both dram a in s tru c to rs ,
Schlenker teaches at Righetti
High School and Ms. Gillespie Is
!\°* ^ h n lc a l theater director at
^ ’ i 1*? having taught at HanCollege and Santa Maria
High School.
Schlenker serves his fledgling
theater in many capacities, includlng aning and directing. Ms.
Gilleapie*. expertise lies in the
technical areas. She is ac
complished in set design and construciion and in lighting.
lenker says he has recruited
from all over California for
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UNIVERSITY UNION
El Corral Rush Hours - Fall 1975
Sept.25-26 (Registration)

7:45am-4:30Dm
(regular hours)
10:00am-2:00pm
Sept. 27
Sept. 28 (Sunday)
Closed
7:45am-7:30pm
Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Oct. 3 through faff quarter 7:45am-4;30pm(regular hours)
•?
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not lucky
for Irish pair—
' by MIKX CONWAY
Two Irishmen named Pat and
Mike patted through San Luis
Obispo a while agolmi their trip
from the Emerald Island wasn't
all (un (or them.
A friend o( theirs had been
"detained" here earlier that night
lor being drunk in public.
They were ticketed in Lot
Angeles lor crowing against a red
light and in Texas they were
threatened with a quick haircut if
they didn't leave town immediate*
lyPat is from County Cork,
Ireland. Mike is from lellatt,
Northern Ireland. They came to
set America.

"It's a beautiful country," Pat
said, "But we've been hassled a lot
by the pigs. It was cool in New
York but out west we’ve gotten
hauled a lot. The people don't
seem as cool."
"Mike and I got ticketed (or
crossing against a red light in
L.A.—one of thou lights that
flash on and off in red." ra t said a
heavy brogue. "Hell, the cop
knew we were foreigners, he asked
us for some identification and all
we had were our passports. But he
still gave us the tickets."
"The pig asked if we had traffic
lights in Ireland. I told him we
didn't. It's a small place you
know," Pat pointed out.
"I told him we're more in
telligent, we don't need traffic
lights to tell us when to cross the
street in Ireland," he said with a
grin on his (see.

Pal, the most talkative of the ^Francisco tomorrow, if we can get
three, spoke briefly and heatedly our Iriend out of jail. We hope it
about it.
will be a lot cooler up there."
"When we were in Texas the
With that the young man from
bastards said they were going to County Cork, the man from
cut our hair if we didn't leave Belfast and their silent friend
town. We left town," he said from New York said goodbye and
smoothing down his long blond left to find their car and, hopeful
"I'm not going to pay the fuck hair.
ly, better limes.
ing ticket. It's my souvenir of LA.
It wasn't clear who the
The hell with them," Pal added at "bastards" were because the subTheir encounters with the law
.,
Mike nodded hit head in agreet abruptly changed. That have made the Irish tourists wary.
♦'
' mem
ppened a lot during theconver- Talking with a group of students
Ironically, their friend was
sauon.
near the Cigar Factory they notic
picked up by the San Luis police
Pat hoticecTtwb police cart in ed that a number of police cars
after he staggered across the street the Intersection and suggested had oassc-d by,
against a red light.
they should leave. His friends
"We better get going," Pal said,
"He didn't learn anything in agreed.
"before we gel in any more trou
L.A.,” Pal said with a smile.
"We don't want to be hauled ble." Hit friends agreed.
Pat, Mike the driver of the car anymore. We're headed for San
The students auured them that
and their jailed friend had met in
New York three weeks earlier.
They toured the southern states
and were here on their way to San
Francisco. Along the way they
had a not-too-memorable stop in
Texas.
(continued from page IS)
medical matters. She it ragarded
to the victim. T herefore one must in the utmost confidence,
v..
■. •
understand the rapists u> insure v
V - ..
ILOQUINT BVOCATIVI IXTRAOADINARY
her safety,
T he common assumption of all
The Rape Crisis Center is a women it the lack of aggression
dedicated service tel aside for will result in less harm and or a
those victims of rape. Advocates better treatment; that is it not so
are on call to provide com says Mrs. Bernhardt, an advocate
panionship, information and to the center, "Become aggressive
any other surh assistance uettrru immeditely and you might have a
by the victim,
I
..
•
better chance of escape. "
Rape
it
a
(time
and
should
be
The center has strong convic
Paahlona, Gifts, Import* and Daooratlvaa
dealt with as such; advocates of tion on how U) behave under suc h
Rape Crisis will assist the victim circumstances, among the list are
in legal matters along with the following;
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546-1144

Rape Crisis Center

ETCETERA OF
' CALIFORNIA
Naturally

Puka sheila $1.00 with
purchase of swimming
suits at regular price

•61 Hlguera Street San Lula Obispo 644-2312

W hile you were away for the aummer, wa changed our
name from The lu o Works to:

ALL AUTO PARTS
(STU OENT DISCOUNT)

AMERICAN PARTI

S U N 10 00 to 4 00
MON. thru SAT. 8 00 to 5 TO

544 7050

WATER PRO
SCUBA
We're etili the aame nloe people, the same experienced
m echanlos.and we'i
I're interested In aprvlolng your
Volkswagen automobile. Come In and
us,
Cornerof Santa Rosa and Marsh 644-6177

nothing would happen. It was
after two in the morning, one
student explained, and the police
were ju*t P ilin g ready to roll up
the streets, Everyonr laughed and
the subject turned to women.
The Irishmen liked American
women, especially the California
w om en. " T h e y 're really
beautiful," Pat added.
Someone pointed out that Ber
nadette Devlin, an Irish activist
was in the country awhile ago
trying to raise money. "She's not
bad looking at a l l h e concluded.
"She's a fox," Pat said positive
ly. "She’s a really pretty lady,
Wish I knew her." .
V"
"She’s a bitch," Mike replied
with a smirk on his face, r'—

■v

WATER PRO 8 PORTS SHOP
280 Hlgutra
"*
643-3483
\ 643-DIVE

CLASSES
STARTING
SOON I

1. If you’re home alone and
someone knocks, say "ITI gel it
John." Never admit you are home
alone,
2. (iet to know your neighbors.
S. Always leak your car doors.
4. Have your key ready before
you get to your car.
A. If your in a crowd, yell, firel,
not helpl People are likely ur react
more to danger to themselves than
to you.
tt. If you decide u> escape take
the shortest route atul scream all
the way.
These procaul ions may some
day save you from being the vie •
iim of rape. P him pleit,
Imre heute» and experienced
speakers are provided by the
center and will assist anyone
through the hazards erf rape.
The center has hern working
c losrly with the police, hospitals
and legal services and has rerieved
great assisa nee These people are
here to assist not ur dicale what
should Ire done—you are the boss,
When a victim calls the center
advex aies are on the plume giving
any type of help they possibly ran,
Until she tells them what lodo
there will Ire no calls to the police,
or any suc h organized group—she
is in command, A victim requesting ur remain anrwmymous
may chearse co der so and no
(|uestions will Ire asked.
The main |Mirpose is neri who
the vie iim is, bur furw can she he
treated, menially along with
physically,
Raire is not ley any means a
"dead" or a|rpreheneied crime.
The reason it is the musi unreported crime is due ur fear,
guilt, or embarrassment, lire
Rape Crisis O uter hopes it will
Ire able ur reduce if run diminish
lire horrifying crime by educating
more and more women cm
irrcveniaiive measures against
rape.
Remember, rapists are not psyc holies, hut over AOper cent cd all
rapists are known to then vie llms.
Fin any further iuh ama lion deal
ing with taire call lire hot line
number at Aff-0102, any. of ihr
volunuters will he ready In help,
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CHEAP
THRILLS 'rRECORDS
*
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AVATAR M USIC
*

San Lula Obispo’s most unique
record store, with the largest se
lection of records and tapes with
the cheapest price. Largest selec
tion of used tapes and records.
Complete lines of blank tape and
recording supplies. Tape decks,
and speakers, and much more.

;.t

’-

A small personal music store with
the lowest prices In town. Guitars
banjos, mandolins, dulcimers,
music books, expert lessons.
—This week only to students 25
per cent to 50 per cent off any
Item, also two sets of strings for
the price of one I
T

YELLOW SU BM A RIN E
San Luis Obispo’s one and
only Head Shop. Smoking
accessories, underground
com ics, Incense, large
poster selections, T-shirts
and transfers. Also, we
have anything you may
need for your smoking
pleasure.
,

DOWN TO EARTH
And Just around ths corner
at 1037 Osos, you’ll find
any style of Jean fcFflt your
body. We carry A sm lle,
LAPD, Love’n’stuff and
Faded Glory Jeans. We
also have dresses, skirts &
blouses In the latest styles.
Come In and see us.
544-2900.
1

>1«

Feel hungry?
Intrctt on »He dinner|gblr— affluent nation*, to begin uiing
bm , graithopprri and termite* in intern in their everyday diet*.
Say* Mr*. Miller, "The main
rvrry count from toup 10 n u n —
may br an aniwer to tht problem it the cultural avenion
WOjfWwtat problem o( mulhutri- to eating intern. It teem* to be
indigenou* toinduttrial aocietiet. -lion and itarvation.
At lean that it (hr view o( a (.al When mo*t people think of eating
intecti, they think of it at a
Poly »enior in home economic*.
Carol Miller, 20, ol Grover City novelty or a* being barbaric.They
i* completing the final iiage* of don't take it terioutly."
In our tociety, Mr*. Miller tayt,
her tenior project, entitled "In*
/traducing ln*ect* into the we are taught from childhood
American Diet." In her unique that inteci» are uteleu nuitancet.
project Mr*. Miller ha* developed She tayi,"People think I'm kinda
gourmet recipe* uiing thete three wacky for getting into thit
(tiudy),''
Intectt.
Mu. Miller, who now relithet
What i* ao unuiual about
eating bee* and gnttthopper»? intecl dithet, admit*: "Intent
Epicure* have been chocolate uted to freak me out."
Four yean ago, determined to
coating them for yean.
Mr*. Miller'» theti* it unique in rid hertelf of her avenion, the
that it i» a teriou* propotai to took an entomology courte. She
American*, a* well a* thoie of leu not only learned to retpect the

TAKE A BREAK !!
t
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V
little creepy-crswlir», but began
to develop a itrong imereti in
working with them, When it
came time for her to choote a
tubjett for her tenior project, it,
teemed only natural to combine
her intereit with her home
economice major: hence, her
thetit on cooking with intecti.
"Entomophagy", the eating of
intent, it a new and relatively
unrxplored field. According to
Mr». Miller, there have been no
in-depth tiudiet done on cooking
or eating intent, or any of the
rrlated nutritional atpccti.
Mu. Miller tayt that intent
could very well have been
America'» original toul food at
they were found in the diet* of the
Digger, Modoc and Pitt River
Indian tribe*. She tay* jokingly,
"If people really want to get into
the ipirit of the bicentennial, a
pert lot ic geiture would be to eat
Intent."

She wanted to develop recipe»
Why eat intent? Say» Mr*.
Miller, "(»ocxi nutrition it a for an intecl that could brforuged
matter of both the quality and eatily. She chote termite», and
quantity of the food tupply. With then ironically hud to retort to
intent, quality may be attainable getting hert from an exterminator
with the lean amount of ouanti- became the could not find any.
Gruithopperi were choten not
ty." While beef’» protein, it only
IS to 20 per cent, termite» are 40 ctfily became they are found abun
p e rc e n t
p ro te in ,
a n d dantly throughout the U.S., but
gratthphhert are 60 per cent pro alto became they can be purrhuted in market*.
tein.
s'
. •
Mrt. Millet tayt the puqmiely
In addition to their nutritional avoided the u»e of any caradvantage», intent have the nivorout intecti, tuch at fliet,
benefit of being profilic and eatily that Iced off decaying animal caradaptable to almoit any climate. cat *e*. Since purt of her project
Therefore, they could be involved a tutie-ietl panel of
cultivated wherever they are need faculty and ttudentt, the tuid the
ed.
wanted to avoid uny negative
Mr*. Miller hatipecific teuton» leelingt that thete intecl* might
for drooling the three intent the generate.
worked with. Beet were choten
Are there any non-edible in
becuute they are readily available ter!*? Mr*. Miller tayt one
at they are raited commercially. reteart her told her to avoid tlink
Alto, they are eatily ucceuible hug* which he confirmed "latte
from their hivet,
like they tmell." She alto tayt thut
people who have allergic reac
tion* to thellfith probuhly will he
allergic to moil inter it,
Mr*. Miller, who will rut
almoit uny intecl, admin that
tome do have a bad aroma, tune or
"mouth feel" when presented in
their moit commonly eaten
form*. Her recipe* attempt to
ditguite uny of thete undriirahr
quulitirt.

Ogden Stationers
Your Nearest Off Campus
X stationery Store
School Supplles-Posters
G ifts-Plaques-Books
Puzzles-Games

i

Wedding Announcements
University Square 544-3303
894 Foothill Blvd.
Open daily 'til 6 pm
9pm Thursday

GREAT FOOD
prepared with T.L.C.

"I tried u pteudo-gourmet ap
proach, developing recipe* with
wide appeal, general acceptance,
and rate in preparation," the
tayt. "It't important for people tn
think they're eating tomrthing
iprciul and. alto, that they can
prr|>arr it thrmtelvet. With my
recipe* I wat hoping to tel a new
pathway."
Intecti were incorporated into
alrrady-rxiiting rec i | m*i at a pro
tein supplement Mrt. Miller tayt
the feel» that it how they can merit
C ue tic ally be uted. "They can't
uted at a total protein tubititute in out dirt. It's a little bit
(continued on page 19)

o l%

EXCELLENT SERVICE
each guaat la a V.I.P,
SUNDAY CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH
9» 30 AM - 2«00 PM
featuring fraah frulta
and Julcaa - our Q..I, In
"aqoian", not frocon.
LUNCH EVERY DAY
Delicious Dally Specials
Unique Sandwich#«
A variety Of Omelattea

OooUt*

Co - 700 Pi*
DvirJks

* Hcrt* * Co\^ ApjpcViuars

Comi on

<v. (joo«kT\me

3.«o OFF

DINNER EVERY NICIIT
Steaks, Seafood, and
Prims Rib, plus
ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
NICE PEOPLE

per coupls for dinner
good thru Oct. 31, 75
'

o e 6 a B t(a n '8
•Itale» - ««a food - spirit»
MISSION PLAZA • 5 4 4 -0 6 6 6

jr ♦*

(continued from pugr 18)
ton far off. There'» no way that
people are going to accept insects

when they ran have a »teak.

an acceptable way. The taiters
had a different opinion (more
positive) toward eating insect»
afterwards."
Not yet completed, Mr»,
Miller'» project hat already
generated interett in the world of
science.
"Science Digest"
magasine want» her to write an
article for them.

Mr». Miller cho»e recipe» that
would involve every part of a full'
rourie dinner—from appetiser to
deuert. Among the delicacies
pretented to the Poly panel were:
Sake-dipped bee wontoni, termite
rice pilaff, bee tem pura,
grasshopper bread (called
"Jiminy bread’’ after Jiminy
Cricket), and chocolate-covered
beet marinated in orange liqueur.

She already has a firm offer
from "Terra", the quarterly
publication of the Natural
History Museum in Los Angeles.
She will not publish her senior
oject, but will writ*; an
Pri
nilittorical approach to entomophagy for them.
In November, Mrs, Miller will
make ah oral presentation and
demonstration of her recipes to
Richard King, a temporary in the Lorquin Entomological
structor in fruit science Spring Society in Lot Angeles. She is
Quarter, wa» one pf the brave hoping to receive a grant from
tetter». "The only thing I didn't them to continue research toward
like wai the chocolate-covered a master's degree..
bee». Say, do you know what
happen» when you eat bee»? You
break out in hive»," he joked.

by MIKE CONWAY
"Man's best friend." Canis
familiaris. The dog.
Is this school going to the dogs?
Literally. Man's best friend can be
found at school every day, all over
campus. And they can be found
creating problems for people.
The problems range from bark
ing dogs disturbing classes and
defecating in hallways to biting
people and attacking sheep in the
nearby pastures.
But the problem isn't easily
understood in terms of numbers

school the situation would be out
of hand.
Landreth said dogs frequently
enter buildings "and do their
duty," irritating the janitors who
have to clean up after them.
Dennis Ruthenbeck, the Un
James Landrrth, director of iversity Union building manager,
business affairs and a dog Owner, alto tells of dogs doing their duty
estimates there are "between 10 on floors, furniture, posts and
and 50 dogs on campus" at the walls in the Union. He said it
peak hours of school.
happens about twice a month.
While there aren't any guesses
"With 14,000 students that's a as to how many dogs get into
»mall number of dogs," he said. buildings, it is thought to be
However, he said if every student small. The majority of dogs on
who owned a dog brought it to
(continued on page 20)

because there aren’t any precise
figures, only estimates at best. No
one knows exactly how many
dogs there are on campus. No one
knows how much damage dogs
do.

\

The panel, comprised mostly of
male faculty members, wa» served
the délicat ¡es in the graciously
decurated living room of thï
home économie» building. Mn.
Miller chose thi» comfortable »etting becauke ihe wanted the
laiten to lie in a» réceptive and
reluxed moods a» possible.

extra...
BEDROOMS W IT H A D J O IN IN G L IV IN G ROOM
■

• Carpet*, air conditioning
• Living room, refrigerator, wet bar
a Large bath, housekeeping service
t Fully furnished, you can paint or decorate
L IF E S T Y L E

''

;

a Coeducational residence '
• Respect for privacy
• Variety of organised activities and entertainment
je£tu d en l: services staff available
R E C R E A T IO N
a Swimming pool and saunas
a Recreation hall with billiards end ping pong
a Color T V lounge and meeting areas
a R E 8 ID E N T - O P E R A TE D C R A F T C E N T E R , D A R K RO OM ,
W E IG H T ROOM

FILM P R O C E S S O R S

PHOTOSUPPLIES

D IN IN G
e Attractive carpeted dining room

M P U
Stabilization

e Three entrees and a wide variety of salads,
Beverages and desserts at each meal
• Unlim ited seconds
• Saturday and Sunday brunoh

C%£toiCQÎb
THE
HELPFUL
CAMERA
STORE
CAMERA

tU NlfMw IKM

MMNI

A P PLIC A TIO N S NOW A V A IL A B L E FOR FA L L
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Poly’s canine
is a bitch

Say» King. "The termite pilaff
and bee won ton» were very good.’'
Did he know, what he was
eating at the time? "Yet, that's the
only way I would try it," he »ay».

Positive remit» came from the
panel'» expérience. King tay», "A
lot of conitructive comment» were
given (by paneliit»)—a lot of way»
to présent in»ect» to the public in

l,im

4

.,

S te rn e r G len
D 5 0 FOOthiU B lvd,
San Luis Obispo, C A .
5 4 4-4540

(continued from page I9)
i ampui arc outside, where they1
ran create trouble (or the
groundsworkers.
The Health Center ire» dog bile
raiei "with a degree of regulari
ty," »aid Dr. Billy Mount», direc
tor, Although the center doein't
keep figure» on the number of
bite», he »atd there are "»everal
bite» a month." Mount» pointed
out that "a lot of the»e bite»
happen off campu»,"
it i» eaty to find a dog. to
interview on campu» but it'» a lot
harder to find a dog owner to a»k
why they bring their dog» to
school.
Jennifer Riehl bring» her Iriih
Setter to tchool "because I ride my
bike to tchool and it'» good exercite for her to run along tide. She
hat a hip diiplacement.
"I wouldn't bring her here in
the fall becaute there'» too many
people here. But now there'» not
very many," the »aid.
"I bring my dog becaute the
like* to come here," »aid Kathy
Fither. She'» friendly and doein't
■tart fight» or anything. If (didn't
bring her, »he would stay at home
all alone.
"I don't think people ihould
bring their dog» here if they're
going to fight and cause trouble
and dig up flower»," she added.
Dog» do the most damage, in
dollar value, out at the Sheep
Unit. In July dog» killed 1ft
sheep out 4n a field before the

Moving In? Fixing up?
Need help ?
Shelving
Plywood
Decorative Conorete Block«
Hardware and Do-lt-Youraelf llama

236 Higuera
San Luis Obispo 543-0825
Mon-Prt 6-8

Sat 1-12

offending dog» were »hot. James
Jacobi, the advisor for the Sheep
Unit, said the coat» for replacing
the sheep run high.
Jacob» »aid the Ift purebred
sheep sell for $200 to $2ft0 a head.
He also »aid there was a $3ft00 ram
in the same field at the attacked
sheep, "but luckily wasn't at
tacked."
Another problem with dog* it
they damage sheep to a point
whsfte they are unsaleable, he
said. Jacob» estimated the losses
for these sheep "in the thousands
of dollar»,"
■
______
Jacob» »aid any dog teen chas
ing sheep can be shot, which is
often the case. While reluctant to
give precise figure» on the
number of dogs »hot in a year
Jacobi did say it was at least "four
or five."
He alto said that dog owners
ran be charged two and a half
times the market value of the
sheep as assessed by a county
agent or a sheep breeder,
However, since most dogs found
don't have any license it is almost
impossible to trace the owner.
There are at present leash laws
which prohibit dogs from run
ning loote, however, enforcement
ii complicated.
—— —
Chief Security Officer George
Cockriel said enforcement of the
leash law is the county'»job and if
one of his officer» got bitten by a
dog or some other problem
developed "all hell could break

lessinthe
run.
"Theverylong
run.
BackBd by M ichalin'i Warranty*
for 40,000 milaa of traad wear.
(Many ownari gat much mora.)
Puncture raaiitant Michalint
give precise steering control,
and smooth driving comfort.
Stop in and start saving now.

P r in t in g

Xeroxing
,tn
<g»ertitce
frf— < | j

sa^aasHLi wamanty

^

loose" because the department
overstepped its jurisdiction. *
^.Bill Tidwell, supervisor of
animal regulation sees another
prqblem area. His men will not
come on campus to pick up any
dogs unless accompanied by a
security officer.
"We’ve gone in there (to Poly)
to pick up dogs and kids have
thrown paint, and they've broken
doors and glass on our truck»," he
»aid. ^
However, when the animal
regulation people do pick up a
dog it will cost the owner $10 to
get the dog back, if it is licensed
and has its rabies shots. The
second lime a dog ii picked up it
will cost the owner $2ft and the
third time will cost $ft0. If the dogshould be picked up a fourth time *
"the owner has to prove they can
be responsible for the dog,"
Tidwell said.
At Poly the administration
currently is reviewing the dog
policy, laindreth is charged with
formulating the new policy. He is
considering three possible
solutions to the problem.
The first solution would be to
create a student patrol which
would go around campus infor
ming students of the leash law
and asking them to comply with
the law. If a student didn't comp
ly, the student would be given a
notice to appear before David
Ciano, director of judicial affairs,
for possible disciplinary action.
A second alternative would be
to have the offending dogs picked
up and held in a kennel until the
student came to claim the dog.
With a second violation, however,
the dog would be tent to the
pound.
The third possibility is to simp- 1
ly ban all dogs from campus
unless they are needed on campus,
as sheep dogs are.
People say Tt's a dog's life"
when they're describing easy liv
ing, but (or dogs at Poly life may
get a little harder.
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M aking peace

t , t m Pagan
Pretending to be a seagull and use it to attain self- diaphragmatic
breathing is.
gliding lazily over a tranquil sea realization.
taught from the outset. This is a
or a giant Hershey. bar' slowly
The course at taught here, in relaxing technique that does not
melting under the summer sun volves brief meditations and a come naturally to the majority of
was serious work foi some series of balanced postures, called people.
this past summer.
"asanas”, interspersed with
"The only disadvantage I can
In a darkened dance studio, periods of total rest and relaxa see is that yoga doesn’t provide a
silent except .for the sounds of tion.
good aerobic workout," the says.
deep breathing and the soothing
Herein lies the primary goal of "It does not stimulate the heart
strains of Debussy’s "Clair de the course; to teach the student and lungs to speed up." Mrs.
Lune", students of Hatha yoga how to relieve hit body and mind Murray, therefore, encourages her
twice weekly lulled by these of the tensions and anxieties that students to supplement the
and other simple devices into an inevitable result from his frenetic program with tome form of
almost self-hypnotic »rate.
20th Century lifestyle.
strenuous exercise, such as jogg
N o u likely setting for a college
The emphasis is on the in ing, biking, or swimming.
course—but then Sonya Murray’s_ dividual as an integrated mind,
A confirmed positive thinker,
yoga is no ordinary class.
body, emotions and spirit. Mrs. Munay leaves her students
Hatha yoga is an ancient form "Yoga", a Sanskrit word, means in a happy frame of mind to face
of mental and physical disclipine "union" or "joining together."
the rest of eachday:
that can produce amazing results.
Yogis claim there is a subtle
"Place a big plus (positive
, Class schedules for a year have life-giving element, known as thought) in front of you and a
listed the course as experimental, “prana" or "life force'.in the air happy smile on your face. You are
but it is still alive and well in we breathe. The more prana is u n iq u e—you are someone
Crandall Gym.
one's body, the more alive a per special. Have a super day," the
son it. T h e re fo re , deep says with a radiant smile.
According to the course’s
originator and resident guru,
Mrs. Murray, the popularity of
the class has grown tremendously
among the students. The demand
was so great this summer that an
additional section had to be open
ed.
Says Mrs. Murray, "I could
teach it all day long and still not
reach all the interested students."
Mr». Munay is an enthusiastic
five-year devotee of Hatha yoga, A
natural beauty, lithe and sunbronzed, she is a walking advertsiement for yoga. She embodies
the virtues promised by yogis to
all who assume their postures:
fitness, vitality, confidence and
poise.. \
A former professional singer
and model, Mrs. Murray found
the yoga system of meditations
and exercises particularly helpful
in alleviating nervousness during
her performance.

mmm

Yoga enthusiast S e r* y Strloty.

General accreditation of Cal
Poly is a four-year degreegranting imtitution hat been
renewed by the We»tern Astoriation of School» and College*.
The WASC it the authorized
accrediting
rommittion
for
«
_________
»enior college» and univertitiet in
California, Hawaii and Guam. lu
general accreditation cover» all of
the 52 bachelor* degree program»
hecg.
In the word» of Dr. David
Grant, Attociate Dean of
Academic Planning, "If you want
to finuh (undergraduate work)
eliewhere or go to graduate
ichool and you don't come from
an accredited imtitution, you're
dead."
The recent review of thi» campu», by two representative* of the
association, wat a quick one,
They met in the courae of a day
with representative» from the
rarioua departnjfflUi.^jtot.^ff.
miniatration and the A.4.I. and
«»k their findingt to a WASC
meeting in Burlingame.
.«I?* n**‘ revi*w>scheduled for
1979-SO, will be. more extensive.
At the end of each decade a team
7 1*10 people from the associa
tion descends on Cal Poly for
Kver*J, day» and documents
everything in tight. Each member

Wa te ll POT
The beet Selection of elay
pete, deco pete, earth
pota In the whole area.
* W H IM ?

• t K-C Nursery of oourse
1422 Montorey St.

n it a Speci
particular academic iarea.
According to Dr. Grant, there
have been p h ilo s o p h ic a l
agreements in the past between
the reviewers and departments
here.
"Accreditation it supposed to
be in terms of the goals of the
institution" Grant contnued,
"but it’s hard for them to unders
tand the vocational direction of
this campus."

"Yoga is all very logical—just
good common sense, but some
people have misconceptions
about it," says Mrs. Murray.
Among the incorrect notions the
uninformed hav? are: that' it is a
religion; that it is a form of
theatrical acrobatics, that it
means kissing cobras, walking on
burn ing coals, or sleeping on beds
of nails; that it involves
mysticism, hypnotism , or
ascetism; that it requires sitting in
tortuous postures while staring
into the tun; or that it meant
holding one's breath or stopping
one's heart for period} of time.
What then it yoga? Says Mrs.
Murray, "Yoga is a way of life."
Hatha yoga, which it the
physical part of the discipline has
two main objectives: (1) to
cultivate the natural beauty of the
body and attain a high state of
health, and (2) to awaken a power
lying dormant in the individual

Swensen's sit-down parlors are warmly
reminiscent of a gentler period of tiffany
and oak. Laay-day fans and marble-topped tables. Phosphates
over ice and tingling sarsaparilla and memorable ice cream
desserts built for two.

644-2770

Open
11am-11pm

721 Higuera

INDOOR PLANTS
B e s t P r l c e s - 2 " Size 38c ea.
Hundreds to choose from
All Types of Ferns
Pottery-All Types
Stands - Dish Gardens
-SuppllesMacrame Supplies
and
Custom Macramés
Jewelry - Hishl - Turqolse
II Types of Bead
Findings
; j
Coastal Pool Center
\ 285A-Pacl
SLO 643-9!
Off So. Hlgui

I
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Ag has
new plan
C al P o ly ’» School of
Agriculture begin* a new
bachelor1* degree program thii
fall which will permit student* to
become ag teacher* in four year*.
With teaching job* hard to
find, this could open new
educational door* for graduates
from this university.
The program, recently ap
proved, it offered under
provisions the Ryan Act.
The act wt* introduced in 1972
and after a three-year grace-period
will become effective during the
1975-76 academic year.
The new addition will give
studenu a chance to complete
their degree work in a four-year
term instead of the previous fiveyear term. With a variety of seven
taxonomies from which the
Federal Government listed for its
concentrations, the studenu may
chooae the field in which he
would like to specialise. Included
in these seven concentrations are
productions, plant production,
agricultural products and
processing, agricultural supplies
and services, agricultural
mechanics, ornamental hor
ticulture and agricultural
resources management.

Accreditation
for Landscape
If you’ve noticed some
landscape Architecture students
at Cal Poly walking around with
their heads a little higher in the
air, there’s a good reason for it.
The Lanscape Architecture
program at Cal Poly hat been
receiving a steady dosage of
national attention recently, all of
it coming with the program being
in existence for only two years.
’
‘
Last Summer, the School of
Architecture and Environmental
Design received the news from the
American Society of Landscape
Architecture that the program has
been accredited by that organisa
tion, marking the first time ac
creditation has been given to a
school in existence for leu than
three years. The usual accredita
tion time is about six years.
,

Although he had high praise
for the Landscape program,
George J, Hasslein, dean of the
School of Architecture and En
vironmental Design, admitted
that “the accreditation was quite
a surprise."
The dean said the School had
trouble getting a good faculty
Along with one of the seven together at first because graduates
concentrations the student is re are in great demand. Butnow they
quired as part of the curriculum have been able to put “a little
faculty" together.
to enroll in education courses.
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Imports
Rock & Roll
Soul & Jazz
Largest Selection
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4th Anniversary
Special
All* $6.98 Records
now
$3.96

Levi-Lee
Hang Ten
Ksnnlngton
Lova n* Stuff

** .. Truck on down
to the Put-Ons.
They have a wide
selection of pants
and tops for guys
and gals. 877 Monterey
Street, San Luis Obispo

"Their
enthusiasm,
their
dedication to work, and their
identification with the students
are also in the program’s favor,"
he said.
The accreditation team stress
ed, however, that the School
should find some more experienc
ed faculty to combine with the
younger members to make a more
balanced tuff.
'
"Accreditation visit* are indeed
traumatic," explained the dean.
Visits extend from two to four
days with a team of specialists
closely examining every aspect of
the School's program.
"Faculty salaries, the space that
each student hat, studenu and
faculty loads, your library, your
slide library, the morale of faculty
and students—nothing escapes
their attention.
Therefore, preparing for a visit
is no easy task—and the School
hat had three visits this year.
The Engineering Council for
Professional Development visited
the Cal Poly Architecture
Engineering program earlier in
the year.
Subsequently, the Master of
Science program in architecture
was examined by the National
Architectural Accrediting Board.
Also of note for the Landscape
program was the National Stu
dent Design Competition spon
sored by the American Institute of
L andscape A rch itects at
Louisiana State University in
which a team of 16 Cal Poly
students won a major share of the
awards.
Hasslein said the main
problem the School facet right
now, however, it its excessive
number of applicants.
“There are approximately
1,140 applicants for every 350
openings." Hastelin explained,
and so the Chancellor's office has
declared the School impacted,
which meant applicanu with no
other place to go are being turned
away.
Therefore the School mutt
screen its applicants through a
process known as selective ad
missions in which all applicants
are interviewed and tested,
The "matter plan",at Hasslein
calls it, calls for the School 6f
Architecture and Environmental
Design to take over Dexter
Library when a new library it
built. Thai should pave the way
for an additional 500 architecture
students.
The dean said the new building
will alto bring faculty offices
together to an extent and make it

SPECIAL STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE

Sale ends Oct. 3

118,000/30,000 Bodily ln|ury and
86,000 Property Damage • Plut
Uninsured Motorist Covtrsgt
Mtn
18-141.00
18-143.00
20143.00
21137.00

Woman
18-128.00
10-128.00
20-128.00
21-118.00

T h t t t rat#« apply to studsnta who hava oarrlad a valid
California driver's lloanaa for thraa ysara with no
tlekats and a rt taking twalva or mora unlta

789 Foothill
543-6106

Offsrad Exelualvaiy In San Lula Oblapo by
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Mozart returns
for fifth year
Cul Poly had an addrd touch,
this pan summer—the Mozart
Festival,

of Mozart's music and was design
ed for the inexperienced listener.
Although the concerts were
centered around the works of
Mozart, music by Schumann,
Rachmaninoff,! Beethoven and
Haydn was also presented.

it wus thr fifth year in a row for
the county's festival, which wai
staged from July 29 to August 2,
Most of thr 11 concert* were held
in the (ail Poly Theatre. One of
The festival has achieved wide
the unique aspects of the festival acclaim throughout the West and
was the Ear-Opener Concert— hat attracted performers from
which was a varied presentation various parts of the country.

MID-STATE ELECTRONICS
W l HAVE MORE PARTS THAN ANY STORE
BETWEEN SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS AN0BLB8—
PARTS TO SUILD OR REPAIR ANYTHINO
ELECTRONIC'
NOW IN OUR TWENTY-FIRST YEAR IN SAN LUIS
OSISPO. WE HAVE ALL THE TOOLS YOU MAY NEED
PLUS TEST METERS' TWO PRES TUSE CHECKERS
ARE AT YOUR SERVICE’
V»
MID-STATE HAS THE COMPLETE LINE OP
SUPERSCOPE CASSETTE RECORDERS AND
SUPERSCOPE A M I PM RECEIVERS WITH CASSETTE
RECORDERS SUILT IN
WE HAVE CB EQUIPMENT THE WORKS— BUILT
SY HY-OAINSE SURE TO SEE THE BEARCAT SCANNERS— INCLUDINQ THE BEARCAT101 WHICH IS C A P A S LI OP
B IIN O SET TO ANY OP M 0 0 PRB0UENCIE8 IN USB
SY POLICE. PIRE PORE8TRY. ETC'
POR ALL YOUR ELECTRONIC NSED8. INCLUDINO
SATTERIES THAT ARE RBALLY PRBSH. COME TO
MID-8TATE ELECTRONICS'

A violiniti proporti for the festival.
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1141 Montorey 543-2770
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W ilson new associate
dean of grad studies
A former member of Gal Poly's
overseas teaching team hut been
appointed associate deun of
graduate studies.
Dr. Malcolm W. Wilton, hat
been a faculty member in the
Education Department since
l%8. He will begin work with the
Graduate Studies Committee and
with graduate program advisers
in coordinating the M matter's
degree programs offered here,
At a member of the university's
teaching team. Wilton spent 27
months during 1969 through I97I
in Africa, He was the direc tut of
short courses for primary school
headmasters at the combined Un
iversity of Botswana, Lesotho und
Swaziland.

Wilton worked with three
groups of headmasters who came
to Gubrrone, Botswana, for a one
month intensive course designed
to cqxiuie primary education. He
also made follow-up visits to the
villages to work with individual
headmasters.
Wilton received hit bachelor's
and m aster's degrees front
Western State College Jn Gun
nison, (kilo. In 197,1 he completed
study for his dtx tor's degree from
the Univetttiy of Aruona.

Macrame
Artist Supplies
■t

%

.

" .. *

x. ‘ '

Natural and Unique Baads
Leather and Tools
Model Trains, Planes, and Rockets
Balsa Wood

Before* joining the (ail Poly
faculty, Wilson taught at the Un
iversity of Arisona. He also taught
at public schools in (kilorudo,
Florida and Arizona.

-Raw Milk Dairy Products
-Organically Grown
Produce
-Bulk Grains

•Natural Vitamins
And Cosmetics
-Fresh Fruit and
Vegetable Juices
__
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Prize Winning
Hamburgers

--

She till alone in heavy thought
amidit thr beautiful unroun
ding! n( tree! and plant! in the
Engineering Weit patio. The
patio ii a favorite among lome
itudenti for iu areat of lolitude
within th* tropical letting.

Best Burgers in Town
Under a Buck*

•First Annual Outpost Survey
Open 9am - 8pm
M on.-Sat.
t
»
1136 Carmel

543-9718

•

The (our foot util buit wa!
briHight here »even yeari ago from
the Palace of Fine Art! in San
Franc i»co through Dean Hasilein
of the Architecture Department.
Orginally »he wai made by
architect Bernard Maybeck who
alio deiigned the Palace of Fine
Art» in 1915. A! explained by
Maybeck the Palace ii a concept
baied on "an old Roman ruin
which 2000 yean before wa» the
center of action and full of life,
and now ii partly overgrown with
buihei and tree»."
The wood and itucco Palace
wai doomed for deterioration
after World War II. An entire
rrconiiruction came in 1959 til
ing mainly concrete. The once
full-bodied figure of the woman
wai reitored by Tom Johnion of
the Architecture Department.
Johnion uied lilica ical and
treated her with linieed oil.

*

Looking For Musical Instruments?
We Have HUNDREDS In Stock
All Kinds • All Prices
Also Accessories A Repairs

* 4» ATTIC
848 Monjimj

Premier Music
986 Monterey
543 9510

Monday, Ssatsmksr H , 1«7S
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Decision to show porno movies
in hands of Films Committee
Choting 11 motion picture* out
of a lid of 7,000 i» no »mall chore,
but that i» the responsibility of the
ASI Film» Committee.
The »election of film» patte»
through three filtering procetiet.
The officer» of the Film* Com
mittee firtl choose 100 out of the
7,OOOfilm» offered each quarter by
variou» film industrie». The of
ficer* then »elect 95 film» to be
»enl to the committee where a vote
it cast to determine which film»
will be shown in the following
quarter. Those films having the
highest number of votes will then
be ordered.
The absence of X-rated films
hat been a point of interest among
student». Chairman Jim Fauset
»aid because of the massive
amounts of films to choose from
and the limited number of nights
available, X-rated films have not
received enough vote* by the com
mittee members to merit showing
one. However, Fauset went on to
say that should "„.an X-rated film
get the votes, I’m going to follow
through with it."
Asked whether he felt such a
decision would create problems
from the administration, Fauset
replied, "I don't forsee any
problems from the administra
tion should we choose any X-rated
films, because it would be the
choice of the entire committee."

Numbers announced
New phone number» lor some
cumpuk office» berame effective
July I. II iheold number produce»
a lecording. the extensions lined
below are in effect.
Agency
for
In te rn atio n a l
Development—2I47
ASI Hti»inc»» Affair» Director—
I2HI
Burger Bar—1275
Cafeteria—1175
Campus Produce Store—1265
O lla r—1225
(aalt Center—1266
Creamery—1249
Vi»tu Grande—1204
Dining flail—1175
Student Body O ffice» -1291

liinguage I -*h—40fi2
Meat» t a b - 1254
Mu»tang Daily—1144

ty of pictures shown this quarter
will be raised to a dollar.
The number of films shown
each quarter is dependent solely
on the availability of facilities.
Only Chumash Auditorium has
the size and other equipment
needed to show films, and it is in
great demand by every club, com
mittee and group on campus.

DRYCLEANINQ
SPECIAL
M m I Laundromat
Dry Claanara
20% off for Cal Poly Studanta
w ith ASI card, all yaar round
WE WILL DRYCLEAN CLOTHES
FOR

■RING THIS AD
No Laathar Hama Or Drapaa
Houra: Mon-Frl Sam til Spm
Sunday Sam til lo rn
Our Sarvloa Id Taliomd
To F it Your Naada
O Mar Ixpfraa On Waah
Attar Raslatratlon laaua

The A.SI Films Committee has
an annual budget of 915,668.
However, it is operated like any
business and is designed to make
an annual profit of 92,162 or an
end of year income o f j l 7,850. As
a result of the need to make a
(irofit and because the fee of
current films is rising, themajori-

SALES

CHARTER

THE LATEST

Another determining factor for
the choice of movies is the price.
The "Godfather II" costs the
committee 91.000 which is about
the top price of films for rent. The
average price for films rented is
about 9950 to 9500 for such
movies as "Gone With the
Wind",
"Deliverance", and
"Cainelot".

AERO

RENTAL
IN AIRCRAFT

CESSNA
HIGH PERFO RM ANCE
SINGLE ENGINE DEALER
NEW 6 USED A IRCR AFT SALES
F A A APPROVED

F Iy , T h e y D o n 't.
T aate, th ey D o .
T r y ’ em
O n e e.
r Y o u 'll I.o v e
'e m T o o l

F L IG H T S C H O O L
CPC F L IG H T T R A IN IN G
P R IV A T E -C O M M E R C IA L
C LUB RATES
‘ INSTRUM ENT INSTRUCTION
‘ AERO BATIC INSTRUCTION
‘ GLIDER INSTRUCTION

A IR A M B U L A N C E

’* <

544-6464

AIRLINES

EDNA ROAD
SAN LUIS OBISPO AIRPORT

Fish &
O iip r
AT

Bit o’ London
295 S a n ti Ro«a
San L u i. O b i.p o

514-5444

X

t ..

This cwtSM and
boys ytrar introductory n ig h t lesson.
Ita our way cfl Introducing you to a brand now flight training
program developed by Ceeena, w orld leader In pereonal flying
A new system that brings flig h t training down to Ita simplest form .
makes It easy for everyone to learn to fly W ith the beat instructors,
the beat airplanes (Cessna ISOs), and the beat curriculum . ..
^ S ^ ito jje ry e j^ ^ fe u e a n d ^ ^ e jje M jh fb j^ J y j^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
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Mediocrity
\ ■

marks new
rock trends
TYPEW RITERS-ADDING M A C H IN E 8-C A LC U LA TO R 8
R snta ls-S a lM -R spa lrs

NELSONOFFICEEQUI^^
Opan 6:30 to 6:30
Mon. thru Prl.
Sat. till noon

BBOHIguara 8 t.
643-7347

1 by BLAIR HELSING
In this, a year which ha» yielded
an unusually high number of
major musical surprises and
disappointments, it seems both
nutural and somewhat necessary
to examiner (from an admittedly
biased point of view—you’ll sure
ly have your own choices of the
yeur's good, bad and ugly) the
state of rock in 1975.
Several large trends have arisen,
many of which have resurfaced
after more than a decade of
(depending oh the trend in ques
tion) blessed or unfortunate sub
m ergence. As larg e-scale
phenomena usually do, this set
has smothered a lot of material
that's more than worthy of
reaching tfie public's ears, while
creating an artificial craving in
our collective eardrum for more of
the c u rre n tly -d o m in a tin g
pseudosoul that has become all
but synonomous with Top it)
radio.
___
The ruling status of groups like
AYVB.Baruka, the L.A. Express
and a considerable number of
others is a disturbing indication
of the depths to which rock (or
perhaps its audience) has sunk.
Instrumental funk, or "disco "
music, has come close to being the
only Top 40 radio fare available—
which wa^-fthe case, you'll
remember, in 1961 and '62, when
the Ventures, the Surfari's, and
Dick Dale and the Deltones
became the backbone of record
hops in high school gymnasiums
across the country.
Lack of lyrics indicates a cer
tain mindlessness that has no
place in the music meant to fuel a
generation (once upon a time),

Welcome Back Poly Studente

Try Our

W ID N IS D A Y
■
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MUSTANG SUIGCR
(Delicious Va Pounder I)
Including Cheeae, Lettuce,
Tom ato, D ro u ln g and Plcklotl
ORDER
OF
FRENCH
F R IE S A N D A N Y S M A L L
D R IN K . A L L F O R ..................
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THE MUSTANG m m -in
MS Foothill Blvd.

Phono: S44-2877
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and we have yet to see any form of
rescue from bands as fine as the
Beach Boys, the Fab Four or the
Stones.
When rock began its current socalled "downhill slide" in the
early 70's many watchers of the
form predicted that black music,
l>artic ularly ja/<> would lake on
increasing importance as the
decade continued. So it has.
.fast today is perhaps more
widely heard than anyone would
have thought possible even three
years ago. The typical radio
playlist of the last six months has
often included more black artists
than white.
But even as such valuable ar
tists as Stevie Wonder, Stanley
Clarke, and Chick Corea have
come to the fore, they've been
accompanied by an equal ureyen
larger amount of schlock soul and
cheap ja/#. Depressingly, there's
now as much uninspiring blac k
music on the market as while, and
we find ourselves in a shared mire
created by record companies
releasing far too much product in
hopes of beating the cxids and
getting a hit.
While the majority of radio
stations and record buyers have
favored easily-digested (oral least
heard) fare for the last 36 months
or more, occasionally they'll turn
away from their BTO or Elton
John to savor the infrequent gems
that occasionally nudge their way
in among (he ordinary rocks.
Jan is Ian and Phoebe Snow have
both been so favored in recent
weeks (joining Joni Mitchell),
and lOcc has finally won deserved
acclaim after three albums and
individual careers spanning more
than a decade.
Radio music directors willing
to take chances and record com
panies in leugue with l-ady Luck
have made these successes possi
ble ( before the public picked up
on them enough to sustain them),
and welcome ones they are. Com
mercially successful music, as fre
quently unmoving as it is, still
has its moments, but they're few
and far between compared to the
pure inspiration coming from
AM radio from I9W-1969.
Remember KFRC or KRLA, say
in 1966? Adolescent heaven, with
one progression after another
providing us with music to live,
rather than jive by.
What about those of us who
don't take our musical nourish
ment from the radio, or at least
not AM? Wbat are we feeding on?
If nothing else, the Seventies have
produced and catered to a com
mercial FM radio market (the is 
suer's). The Doobies, Dave
M aso n , R o b in T ro w e r,
Fleetwood Mac, (kirdon Lightfoot, and Eagles (to name a few)
are succeeding well, indeed very

PhllPs Plants
"Downtown Oasis"
668 Marsh Street
541-1016
Hours: Dally 10-5:30
Sunday 11-5:30
Closed T uesday
Recycling Center Drop-Off
6 Days a Week-Glass,
Aluminum, Newspapers
Large Selection of House
, Plants
Stoneware and Red Clay
Planters
Soil and Fertilizers
Lotsa Advice on
Your Planting Needs

well, commercially, while garner
ing little or no AM airplay (in
most cases) and ufter minimal FM
play in some areas of the country.
„ Progressive FM radio, born in *
New York and on the West Coast,
o|X'nrc! up this market which
bately existed seven or eight years
■80Today, in many ways it's
INirallci to the AM market, with a
relatively small number of artists
(such as the above-named)
dominating airtime-(this being
due to the need for stations to
finish high in the ratings race by
playing what their audience
"wants" to hear).
litis situation has led to a
siteable park of highly capable
and ap|N‘aling artists being lost
beneath the thin crust of rummerrial Success,
Numerous Eurotieun gtoups
and many domestic bands are lost
to all but a few dedicated
followers of non-commercial
fashion, who watch carefully for
the new releases of bands such as
Genesis, Passport, Gently Giant,
Thin Lilly, and Caravan as well
as import-only groups including
Omega and Alquin.
A majority of the artists on the
Island label arefollowed by these
people. Among them’—Sparks,
Elio, John (ale, I’he Sutherland
Brothers and Quiver, and Robert
Palmer.
Relatively few of these
aesthetically succ essful bands and
individuals manage to reach into
the trade magaiines’ charts, but
an occasional Aerosmith or Roxy
Music will rise to the borderline
or even beyond, and these are
encouraging signs.
It appears now that rock as a
whole genre will never again
tegain the unity of purpose and
dedication to progress that is ex
hibited in its infancy and develop
ing years, so when the artists that
are keeping the field open and
widening (however slowly) can
reap some acclaim and success, it
proves that the music is at least
alive and that someone in the
audience still cares what happens
to it.
Perhaps that most pleasant sur
prise these past six months has
been the reinstatement near the
Iront lines of some once-forsaken
figures from "the old days".
Dylan and the Stones, par
ticularly, have become a renewed
source of inspiration—the former
with a brilliantly-crailed album
and the latter with a tour which
must rank as one of the highlights
of the last three years.
And of course, our memories of
their former glories have been
refreshed with the release of "'Hie
B a se m e n t
T a p e s ’’' a n d
"Metamorphosis"—landmark
albums of their kind. Stephen
Stills, too, has weathered well and
come back strong.
The overall diagnosis from this
corner is guarded; it's pretty dif
ficult, as always, to predict the
directions this music will take
from point X to point Y. A bit
dared and confused, (icrhaps, but
far from being knoc tied out, rock
and roll walks on in search of a
new identity, with yet enough
strength and charisma to keep us
all tagging along beside it.
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Courts see
Student», (acuity and staff of
Cal Poly may now play tennis
into the wee hour», thank» to the
installation o< light* at the tenni*
court* aouih of the Physical
Education Building.
The lighting project wa*
financed with monies bom the
Dormitory Revenue Fund and
will be jointly administered by
the Housing and Physical Educa
tion departments.

P M - ’S
Lihgérle
Bantuoua Sleepwear Shop
Ungarin and Aaoaaaorlaa
including tha John Kloaa
Collection
The proposed Life Belenoe

Budding.

Sewer car Proposed building in budget
hits it big

A 99.23 million dollar Life Santa Barbara architecture firm.
Science building (or this campus It will contain 19 laboratories for
In today's environm ent- has been approved in Sacramen biological science, three lecture
classrooms, and 41 faculty office
c o n i c i o u s w o r l d , ma n y to.
spaces with related administrative
Construction
of
the
new
struc
suggestion» have been made on
ture
is
slated
to
begin
in
early
and clerical support space. Ger
replacemenu (or that infamous
gas-guuler, the internal combus spring 1976, according to Ex ard estimated it will accomodate
ecutive Dean E. Douglas Gerard, 729 students at a time, including
tion engine,
Plans (or the facility passed the 324 in lecture areas and 203 in
An idea, however, by an
engineering student at Cal Poly California Senate and Assembly laboratory areas. It will include
hat resulted in national exposure last month and were approved by 74,000 so. ft. of floor space and
for a campus test of the feasibility CGovernor Edmund G. Brown. cover \ J acres. \
of sewer gas as an alternate energy Monday night, Gerard said. I(
"Consiruciion will take about
will be funded by the 1973-76
source.
two years," Gerard said. "Maybe
Capital
Outlay
Budget.
The concept, a sewer gas mini
18 months if things go well. We
bus system, was submitted to
Aa indicated in (he long-range hope to have U completed by
Atlantic Richfield Co. by James mailer plan for Cal Poly, the new January, 197«
M. Bready and Dr. William B. building will be built just east of
Although the Life Science
Stine, a student and a faculty Science North in What ia now a Building waa not included in the
member of Cal Poly's School of temporary faculty parking lot. It capital outlay construction funds
Engineering and Technology.
will be constructed at a right originally approved by Govern«*
It was featured nationally in an angle to Science North and the Brown for the 1973-7« budget, U
ARCO advertising campaign two buildinga will be connected was later included as an augmen
dealing with alternative energy by an indoor bridge, arrosding to tation request and had the highest
sources (or mass transportation Gerard.
ority in the
systems.
The structure was designed by
ilities needed for i
The full-page advertisement Kruger. Rensen and Ztaner, a
submitted by the
appeared during the first week of
J une in 49 n ew sp ap ers
throughout the country, in
cluding the New York T im «,
Cal Poly engineering students
have been experimenting with the
possibility of sewer gas as an
energy source since 1973. The
Complata U na Natural Vitamina
school's 1966 Cadillac Fleetwood
Natural Nuta, Banda, Cookie«,
limousine powered with sewer
Snack Poode, Juicaa, Yogurt
gas drew national attention when
it participated in a 300-mile clean
air rally in 1974 and again in
April of this year. The students
are already preparing for the 1976
rally.

Trustees of the California State
Universities and Colleges,

Downatalra
In tha

Gerard mid the next new
edifice planned for campus is a
(acuity office building. 973,000
has been spent for working
drawings of such a structure but
construction funds were bluepenciled by the governor from
this year s budget.
A 4.23 million dollar life
science building (or Cal Slate
Long Beach was approved,
however.

•44-1427
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VITO-NUTRITION
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Graham's Art Suppllaa
Picture Framing

Laura/

Bruahae play a vary algnlfleant part In an artist*« Ufa, to
Mr. Qraham trina lo próvida only tha boat Brushes to fit
any problem. Bruahae for tha oil palntar, watar oolor,
acrylic and lampara artist; alao sign palntara, graphio
designare, lettering artista and llluatratora. Bo ooma In
to tha ehop at M 2 Montaray, ta n Lula Oblapo, or call
u t at 643*0652.

Antigüé

Your O rangt B lottom tn g tg tm tn l
ring o tn b t o rd trtd with t
lltw lo tt* dltm ond. Jutt
to ltc t th t tty lt from any ot
th t d ta lg n tr oollootIona lor th t
porioot ring ol « lilatim t.

in
982 Montaray St

PPhono: 543-0652
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working to bottor
your Ufo stylo

Meeting every Monday 7:30 pm
Science C-19
Everyono Wolcomo-
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for the handicapped
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The Pino Alto Troll.

selects
Dr. Robert Hudson of East
Lansing, Mich, has been chosen
at head of the Cal Poly Jour
nalism Department.
Hudson will succeed John
Healey, who asked several months
ago to be returned to fulltime
teaching duties. Healey, who
joined the faculty in 1947, has
been head of the department since
1967,
Currently a member of the
School of Journalism faculty at

over the past eight ytars, he has
been assistant chairman of the
Sc hool of Journalism (or the past
two years and acting assistant
dean of the College of Com
Hudson, 42, is a graduate of munications.
Indiana University, University of
Hudson also served as chap
Oregon, and University of
Minnesota, where he earned his man of the School of journalism
Doctor of Philosophy Degree in undergraduate affairs committee
and chairman of the College of
mass communication in 1970.
In addition to his teaching Communications' advisory com
assignments at Michigan State mittee.
Michigan State University, Hud
son will assume hi* duties here on
Sept. I. He was chosen out of IS2
applicants.

by SUSAN RITE
Cordon Elliot is more involved
with his senior project than most
people ever get mvloved with any
project at a ll
He is building a trail adapted
for use by the handicapped.
Elliot himself isn't han
dicapped. He has both his arms
and legs, vision aided by glasses,
and his hearing is fine, too. Why
is he involved in building a trail
for the handicapped?
Because he cares about other
people.
Elliot has a deep love for the
outdoors and he wants to share it
with everyone—including those
who wouldn't normally have the
chance to experience the wonder
of the great outdoors except from
the inside of a car or a stationary
vista point.
He calls himself an interpreter
of the forest. And he does a pretty
fair job of translating the forest’s
language into something all of us
can understand.
Elliot's project is named Pino
Alto—Spanish for high pine.
Located on Figueroa Mountain
in the Los Padres National Forest,
the trail Elliot has built is near the
top of Figueroa and commands
an amaiingly beautiful view of
the Santa Ynex Valley north of
Santa Barbara.
, In the midst of the forest, sur
rounded by Ponderosa pines and
Douglas |lra, the trail is a halfmile of easy walking. The trail is
specially adapted for easy use by
those on crutches or in wheel
IfllglU, —-_____ :____,____ ,___
Scattered along the trail at more
or less regular intervals are 14
points of interest, marked with
numbered posts which corres
pond to descriptive paragraphs in
a brochure available at the begin
ning of the trail.

Elliot began his project in
January when Don McGuigan of
the U.S. Forest Service ap
proached Cal Poly with a number
of projects for sen ion to taker
within the Los Padres National
Forest. Elliot, a N atural
Resources Management major,
was immediately intrigued with
the name Pino Alto and talked to
McGuigan about taking the pro
ject.
McGuigan told Elliot that the
roject would be a lot of work,
TK°i
te trail had been built original
ly in 1972 by the Los Prietos
Youth Conservation Corps with
the objective of use for the han
dicapped in mind, but the project
had been abandoned, and
nothing had been done with it for
three years.
The Conservation Corps had
rototilled cement into the
(continued on page 50)
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of trees? Ami then I set a theme: a
tree's survival in the forest," irvrral inches of »oil io make a
Altet selec ting the theme, Elliot
hard surface easily nt'Koiiaied on set to work on both the brochure
crutches or in a Wheelchair. Bui and the trail.
since the trail was built in 1972, it
"There wasn't much rerouting
was not maintained and a sub of the trail, but there was a lot of
stantial amount of reconstruc reconstruction. Then I set about
tion, maintenance and adaption developing points of observation
was needed.
vin keeping with the theme," '
" They didn't take two things
Elliot selected the' 14 points
into consideration when the trail along the trail:
was bu i 11•’ ’ E llio t said.
Elliot had pages and pages of
"Maintence, and could the han material noted down about the
dicapped actually use the trail?" points of observation, and took
Part of the trail was too steep the material to Charles Strong of
for wheelchairs and had to br the English Department here for
rerouted. And the whole trail was rewriting and condensing into
buried beneath three years of paragraph format for the
debris. Elliot spent the last six brrxhure.
„
%
months working on the project,
and expects to complete it on
The trail is designed to be selfanother six weeks—hopefully in guided—that is, the user directs
August.
himself without a trail guide. The
"I started with the wildlife. brochures urc available from a
There are plenty of birds in the diturnsri at the beginning of the
area unique 1o the U>s Padres trail, designed lor easy access by
urc.<. So I had an artist come in ' those in wheelchairs.
and draw some sketches and car
" | designed the clisiH-nser^ so
toons of the wildlife in the area." that someone in a wheeh flair
Some of these druwings Elliot has could just wheel up alongside it
and pull a brochure out. T hr
incorporated into the brtx hurt.
Elliot said, "Then I asked bloc Imres are folded espec ially so
myself, what do I have in the way that a lolded edge leads and they
(tonlimit'd from page ¡$)

/

in forest

Ccrlc

Bottle

come easily out ol the dispenser
lathc'i than crumpling up," Elliot
said.
H ie dispenser, not yet in-*
stalled, fr pan of a three-panel
sign at the parking area at the
lieud of the trail. Thf* sign shows
the actual trail, the overall area,
and information about the trail
and what the walker can expect
from it.
In selecting the points along
the trail to interpret, Elliot has
tried to relate the points to their
niches in the environment. He
had to be selective about which
things to point out. But thr things
not interpreted in the brochure
are as thoughl-and questionprovoking as thoses included.
The spacing of the points was
carefully planned by Elliot as
well.
"The posts have to lie close
together to keep the interest," he
said. "II one is too far from the last
one, you start to woudei what
lutp|>eiied and lose interest."
Elliot has ihcor|xnaied ver
satility into the trail loo. Thr
|Kiints ol interest can lie moved to
corre»|iond toother things.
"In ten years another interprrlet may lie here and want to
change things some. There's
plenty of veisalility built into the
trail." he suid.
Natutal log benches arr spaced
at intervals along the trail as rest
points, and olf on its own cul dr
sac is the classroom, an area of
benches (or use by teachers and
classiooms as a place to study the
sights, sounds and wildlife of the
forest.
The |>osis along the nail deal
primarily with the trees ol the
area, telling of overcrowding in
the lorest and the light lot sur
vival, the loll taken by heavy
snowfalls oil young trees, the
natutal cooling effect lienealh an
oak's canopy, the effect ol lighten
ing on a tree and how diseases can
infect trees as they do |x-ople.
Even though Elliot was
graduated Iroin Poly in June and
is now working on his Vlastrr's
D egree in In te rn a tio n a l
Agriculture, he won't he aban
doning rfy project,
" Ibis project hasbccomra way
of life (or me. It mean» more to me
than most projects mean to
senior," hr says earnestly.

The stores
with the

A diamond la forever.

APOLÌ.«

744 Foothill Bl.
543*8637
1291 Laurel. Lane
1212 Hlguera St.
543-0600
543-2449.... _

In Shell Beach
601 Shell Beach Rd
.

,

'
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773-4753

PAAAOI0

Ring*liiiisIiotilo110000

B a c a u a a of It * lastin g
beauty and value, a diamond
ring la tha perfect symbol of
lovp. And , there Is no finer
diamond ring then a Keepsake.

Keepsake

•

B row n J a w a la rt
L o w e ll W . B ritto n , O w ner

662 H lguera 8 t.
Sen L u le O b le p o , CA
Phone: 543-6646
-risL.- p-f awiiUiVi-^sT; .e
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H EP finds home;
stays at Palm Royal
After u cIo k brush with drath
on thr Cal Polycampu*,th*Hi|h
School Equivalency Program
(IIEP) ha» had a change of fortune.
Two ret ent development* have
apparent)^ a»»ured continuation
of the educational opportunities
for children of migrant and
»ea»onal farm worker (amiliei
here.
The program looked at though
it wan headed (or certain extinc
tion after four year* of operation
ftere,
. '
The program, which wai
tianiferred here from the San
Diego Slate campu* because of the
abundance of facilities Cal Poly
had to offer, was in danger of
ireing eliminated due to a shor
tage of space.
The need to find new facilities
for HEP became apparent when
Cal Poly sought (rermission from
the Hoard of Trustees of the State
University and Colleges to lex ate
III trailers on i ampu» next year to
accmnmodate the faculty and staff
now housed in Tenaya Hall.
Due to increasing enrollment,
it was announced that Tenaya
will return to use as a student
dormitory. Trustee policy re
quires that all on-campus space
be used before they’ll approve any
temporary facilities.
In November, 1974, HEP was
informed that their existing cam
pus facilities in the Air Con
ditioning Auditorium would
have to be converted for regular
instructional use.
Robert J. Me Con non, director
of the Office of the U.S. Depart
ment of I ¿hot, which sponsors
HEP, advised (ail Poly that the
program could not be moved to
another campus and indicated
that it would have to be discon
tinued if (ail Poly could not accommcxlaie the. program after
July I,

The trustees of the Cuesta Com
munity College District came to
the resc ue of HEP with an offer of
two vacant classrooms. The
Department of laibor indicated
that this move would be accep- •
table although the problem of
where to house the program’s
participants was still unsettled.
The availability of additional
space at the apartment complex
enables the continuation of the
program without the additional
cost of transporting students to
the Cuest a c a mp u s pl us
therenovation of the classrooms
there,, according to A1 Amaral,
exec ulive direc tor of the Cal Poly

Foundation which administers
HEP.
"It will also make it possible to
provide housing for participants,
as well as classrooms and offices
for teachers and administrators
for the program, in a single loca
tion and be in closer proximity to
the university's instructional
resources," Amaral said.
The HEP program assists
migrant and seasonal farm
workers from 17 to 24 years of age
to successfully complete the
(General Educational Develop
ment ((JED)Examinations. It
also helps to place them in jobs,
job-training programs or in postsecondary Education.
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Central Caast's Mast Campiate Camara Itera
re*Masar

Welcome to Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo,
and Karleskint-Crum
We’re glad you’re book and we promlee to do all wa oan ,
to help your planta gat eettled.

Headquarters for all your planting needs
Hanging Gardens
Terrariums
Dish Gardens
Wire Baskets
Moss and Hangers
The largest selection of
pots and planters In
the area.
F.T.D. Service

See us at:
K-C Nursery and Garden Center
and
K-C Florist and Gift Shop
1422 Monterey Street
San Luis Obispo
A major Cal Poly student employer
v

v

v.

Three Guys
Foreign Automotive
Special on Imports
Sept. 1 5 -O ct. 15
Specials for VW Bugs
— ortjjjjlas includes
Clutch
Pressure Plate
Throwout Bering
only $70.00

áttP ■
ARá
--»Wl VM
VN Md Hflilla
ffIWIW■lima
* IfllW

CAMPUS
CAMERA

A8I D isco u n t cards honored

AND WE ARC YOUR 49or MASTER NURSERY

n h

Complete tuneups for
Datsun (except Z’s) Toyota
and VW
Includes
Points
Plugs
Condensor
Adjust valves,
brakes and carborator
only $40.00

Welcome back to Cal Poly

Three Guys
Foreign Automotive
304 Higuera SLO
543-6474
Meohanloal
Parta Salas

DON PROCTOR
Owner

•1
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5% DISCOUNT
TO COLLEGE STUDENTS
/
■X
•v.

Head Master Racket

reg. $39.95

W ils o n JacK K ra m e r

reg. $28.95

With purchase of any new racket
reg. $21.00 Head Tournament gut
(

.

White Tennis Visors

$15.00
$1.25

,

~

Tretorn Tennis Shoes

$29.95

reg. $21.95

25% off

reg. $24.95

$20.95

Leach Carbon Swinger

reg. $30.95

$25.95

Zinger 500

reg. $14.95

Ace Handballs

reg. $2.80

•

•,

+

Racquetball Rackets

Brumstar Super Star I

Racquetballs

reg. $1.45
_ _ _ _ _ _

' ' '*

Eye Guards

reg. $8.95

Tennis balls

$2.50 a can anytime

Mike Ward
Ward’s House of Strings
Professional Stringing
17 Santa Rosa
541-0313
SLO

One Day Service
9- 30-5-30 Mon-Sat
10- 4 Sun
Open till 9 Thurs

$6.95

si

r.

YOUR HEADQUARTERS
FOR LEVI’S*
C O M E IN AND VISIT OUR
LEVI'S* CORRAL. OVER 8,000
PAIR IN STOCK.
IF W E D O N’T HAVE YOUR
S IZE ...N O B O D Y DOES.

LEVI’S 'F O R THE S TU D E N T BODY

(Facu lty too)

•

r
i

■«2!

In town or In the
•addle. nothing
boat« tho oomlort
and good look« ol
Lavl'a Saddlaman
to o t Jaana- out
a littia wldar at
tha bottom to tit
aaay over boot«
Pick from a wlda
ranga ot color«
and fabrioa. Mako
your« Saddlaman
lo o t J a a n *by Lavl'a.

_ —

*

-----

IR V I« ’
e x t r a a ia
• I L L «OTTOM

>/

je a n s

All Ih* lim oui lavi a 1 atyla
and III Tha t im i mggad
pia itviunk danim (hit
Lavi • ' n an i aia lamoua
tei plua a a l'i pi« ball

*'• •
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pan or 1*0 today
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i 9ADD1EMA»

K •

^OOTJEANS

LOOK W H A T YO U ’VE GOT GOING FOR YOU AT B E N O ’S

STUDENT
DISCOUNT
PROGRAM

,__ *

FREE LEWS*
FOR LIFE
. •

' ;------ 11---- ;--------- *WT"

S o u n d to good to be true?
W e ll, it’s a fa c t. J o in o u r
s p e c ia l a d v e rtis in g c a m p a ig i
and g et y o u r firs t p air of fr«
L e v i’s* in ju s t 30 d a y s .
C o m e in and* ask fo r d e ta ils .

A s p e c ia l p ro g ra m o ffe rin g
s tu d e n ts o f C A L P O L Y a
s p e c ia l d is c o u n t.
C o m e In a n d a s k fo r d e ta ils .

BENO’S DEPARTMENT STORE
IN THE M A D O N N A PLAZA
BSjr.rihi.tc.j--.

I
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Recycling in SLO -The Creamery
(continued from pagr 8)
Foremost owned the uructure
and wa> unwilling to part with
put one part of it. The men then
considered using the other
building! lor warehouse storage
but lound out the area wai toned
for commercial use only,
rental retail »pace. "We found thii
out by looking for a place for
ourselves for our m uurant. We
looked around and taw there
weren't any shopping placet
available," explains Korelich.
Economic reasons, not just
aesthetic, dictated their plant, he
says.
Aftet receiving a loan from the
Bank of America in l o t Angeles,
the |>aii applied for a building
permit. Then, says Korelich, they
ran into some resistance to their
plant from the city planning
department.
"They thought it was a bunch
of old buildings that couldn't be
fixed up," claims Korelich.
'They mad* it evident they would
snuggle with us on oiir plans.
Hut, we worked on the plans for
six months before we finally got
the plans approved."
(iny planning director, Rob
Strong, .16, who hat worked for
planning departments in Tulare
and Walnut Creek, sees things a
little differently.
"Problems are more complex
in reryc ling old buildings than in
the building of new one*. It it the
desire of city planners to fac ilitatr
re-converting old buildings, such
as in the case of the Creamery," he
claims.
Kotelich, Swift and the
Creamery's shop owners feel that
the Creamery fiu ideally the con
cept of the low-keyed, eye pleat
ing shopping center that the city
wants to have more of.
Korelich, who considers
himself an architect first and a
. developer second, looks around at
the Mission Plata with its array of
oprn, green lawns and mixture of
shop* and eating placet and exptettets the desire lor more of the
same.
Evidently, the city agrees. An
•indication that the city it in, tfrttted in continued develop
ment of the downtown are plant
ioi extending the Mission Plata to
the- Creamery, Strong says.
Ihe blork between the
Creamery and the Plata is under
study hy the city for acquisition
and is pan of the capital improvemorn plan the city will implemm nt in the next two years. "This
VitOeinforce the concept of the
r

city general plan, whkh en
visions shrte type of shopping
centers," he points out.
With these plans, the east tide
of Minion Creek could be for
commercial use and the west tide
for cultural use.
Not only are words like
"character" and "charm" used
when describing this effort to
make something useful out qC
something old out the phrase
"Big family unit" (t even used by
one shop owner.
Sally Botkin, 21, and owner of
Animal Crackers, employs that
phrase when the talks about the
leeling the shop owners have (or
one another and Korelich and
Swift.
"Wr have a Creamery Tenant's
Assoc iation and we meet and hath
out our internal hassles. Jim and
John are thrre and we look on it as
a kind of Momma and Poppa set
up," the says.
Ms. Botkin, a former gra(>hic
arts studrnt at Poly, is a novice in
the business world but says
"there's a lot of pregnant women
out there who want to lexrk nice"
and frequent her store’s offerings
of ihe latest in maternity clothing.
An added feature to the store toon
will be a bird named Crackers.
Other members of the "family
u|}i("irp o n that business it brisk.
Foods (or the Family it another
local business that moved because
it wanted room to grow and it
offers a wide selection of natural
%foods, including wild honey,
seeds, nuts, hard tack, toasted
corn and natural cosmetics.
Sound City it another business
that needed room to expand and
offers its line of retail distribution
of stereo components, dticens
band radio equipment and
records.
The Kitchen Shop is a new
comer to the local seen* and it has
a wide range of cooking gadgets,
utensils, woks, baking_ sue
supplies,
Ho Yang aluminum rookwarr,
baskets, table cloths and
cook books.
laical handmade plantrrt,
docks, batiks and Etcher prints
are featured at the the store with a
definitely woodsy atmtophere,
Country Creations.
Ihe nautirally minded can
revel in thr brass, wood, and glass
nautical specialties that the
Crow's Nrst offers, Owner Ifm
Call says hit is a totally new shop
that it for someone who hat
everything,

Ihe largest amount of shop
space rs taken up by the Yarn Barn
which is true to its name. Its high
ceilings enclose an offering of
yarn, cords, twine, crewel,
marram* and needlepoint.
Rock Island leather was
another store that needed room to
grow and it offers a new line of all
leather clothing, including coats,
jackets, pants, ami swimsuits, as
well as funs, purses, bells, travel
bags, sandals and bracelets.
Old time photos and antique
frames are offered at Dave Ritchie
Photography, at well as photo
finishing, photo restoration,

hetnage family albums, outdoor
and mdooi |>or(railt and passport
photos.
Right next dour, The View
point Gallery, a collection of
paintings, prims, and frames,
many of them by local artists.
Shapton's Sunrise House has
branched out from Arroyo
Grand* and offers it* unique
handcrafted gifts and toys.
jSjirc
p ial waterbeds are available
tatioi
at Motat
ton Sleep and maybe you
tan , eri)c(
beds even more
■»!»*, the,_____
while playing a game obtained
from the Executive Playpen,

which hat numerous throught*
provoking games fen adults. ,
After all that shopping, plenty
of IcnmI is available. The Pepprr
f ree offers hnfbrau tandwirnes
that include a choice of brel, ham,
turkey and a soup of thr
day. Ace's Bar-b-Que if a fast
food establishment featuring
spare ribs and thicken.
And thr idea that got this whole
thing rolling in the first plac e, the
Mexican Restaurant? Well, it ex
ist*, in the form of Tortilla Flats.
A wide sampling of Mexican I c k k I
is offered for both lunch and
dinner time consumption.

c h ia r ie ^9saM®¡ítis*c
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WELCOME BACK SALE
INCENSE 50c and up
INDIAN IM PORTED
BEDSPREADS $1.00 off
HAMPER BASKETS: $1.00 off
INCENSE: 25 percent off
Welcome back, or It you’re a new etudent - welcome. We've
arranged posters, bedspreads (to inhance a potentially drab
evlron.), hamper baskets to make you the hit of the
laundry (holds 110-266 undies, If you wear'em), Incense
from strawberry to patchouli, coffee mugs for the late hour
cram sessions, and of course a selection of tatami zorles
produced abroad and locally. Come In and say “H I!”
Sincerely • Welcome back and good luck in the registration
line.
1
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ALIVE!
YOUR EARS
•) * •
11‘ - “— {ill ■

[1. . '1-1

UNLIMITED REWARD
None uf us at Overland Express really
expect you to part w ith your ears. However,
we do want to reward them, 'and you, w ith
some pleasant sound and honest talk. W hy
not wander on down and spend some
enjoyable time in our new audio shop
in the Creamery. We know your ears won’t
be disappointed.

Incorporated

In the Creamery

570 Higuera Street, San Luis Obispo, California 93401
r<>

Sine* 1971
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Push your
car into,
the Shade

I! -, M

V

' ■
■ *
by LYNN JENNINGS

Auto repairs and maintenaner
don't have to cost an arm and a
leg, especially if you do it
yourirlf.
No longer do apartmentdwellers need to worry about the
landlord screaming when they
change their oil on hit parking
lot.
I
At lait there it a place for
amateur mechanic? to tinker with
their autoi, without the frustra
tion of ndt having the right topi at
the right time.
1'he Shade Tree Auto Hobby
Center at IS# South Si. How offer!
a place for beginners and pros to
work on their cars for a small fee,
with access to practically any tool
imaginable.

r

Convience and thrill are the
reasons owner Bill Kirkpatrick
o|>encd such a shop in San Luis
Obispo.
A charge of $4 per hour covers
the cost of a stall with a complete
set of tools, and access to such
items as a honer, torque wrench,
engine hoist, manuals for most
popular cars, grease gun, parts,
cleaning tank, floor jacks and
body tools.

Two do-lt-youra«lf*ra at tha Hhada Tra# Hobby Cantor
Although it is best to get all the
parts beforehand, Kirkpatrick
says, "Most of the time we can get
irts late at nite and Sundays.“
e adds that the local merchants
have been very cooperative.

G

To make his shop as con
venient as possible to the
customers, Kirkpatrick helps
locate parts and get machine work
done. He also makes parts-runs
every hour on weekends if

photo by CHRIS VAN RY

necessary. There is no extra fee for
overnite storage.
*
He also carries points, plugs,
condensers and caps for foreign
and domestic cars, and taps and
dies ih both metric and standard.

Kirkpatrick hopes to expand
the operation to include auto
shop classes, and is available to
answer questions during shop
hours, Monday thru Friday 5:30
p.m -12 midnight, and 8 a m midnight on weekends.
M . — ...................
!

Junior Rodeo slated
for Templeton FFA
Want to do some barrel racing?
Silver buckles will be awarded
How about some pole bending or to the first place winners, in all
calf roping? If you're 18 years old events and ribbons will be award
or under the Templeton F.F.A. ed to people earning up to sixth
Junior Roden on September 28 is place.
for you.
There will also be trophy
Calf, steer and cow riding as buckles (or all-around cowboy
well as team roping will be and cowgirl and a perpetual
among the events. Steer daubing F.F.A. trophy will be awarded to
and steer stopping are also plann the highest placing F.F.A.
ed for the contest.
chapter.
Goat lying and breakaway rop
San Luis Obispo County
ing events are being planned for Fairgrounds in Paso Robles will
young cowgirls. For the young be the sight of the rodeo which is
rodeo enthusiasts, ages six ana open to non-F.F.A. members. F.nunder, a pig scramble is being try blanks are available at most
organized.
western and feed stores.

the pepper tree
HAPPY HOUR
FRIDAYS
8:30-9:30

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

CORBIN LTD.
HARRIS

AUSTIN REED ^
O F REGENT STREET

S L A C K S

London Fog

LAKELAND
Hathaway

5esilio

Larson's

Wine and
Live entertainment
Friday’s 9-12pm
Sandwlcnes, Spaghetti
and “

? $ tla a e § quu»
SAN LUIS OIISPO

570 Higuera Rd.
544-2552

\

-

Open Thursday
t o n X A m e r ic a rd

' t il

9 p.m.

Tire & Wheel
Warehouses
Now two locations to aarva you
San Lula O bispo------- — — Santa Marla
100 South St.
7226 Wast Battaravla Rd.
Phont 644*7133
Phona 022-4507
0:00 AM ^ 6:30 PM
Monday - Saturday
A special w h o le sa le w arehouse group
purchase program fo r a ll C al Poly s tu 
dents, fa c u lty and sta ff. T his Is not a one
tim e sale but a c o n tin u in g program .

T o p -q u a lity m a n u factu red by th e w o rld 's
la rg e s t m fg a . M a n y o th e r m a k e s an d
types In stook.

^P re se n t Id e n tific a tio n sh o w in g yo u r sta
tu s a t C a l P o ly a n d re o e lv e p rlo e s
show n below w h lo h o u r large w h o le sa le
acco u nts reoelve.
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Here is a schedule of Cal Poly games:
Sept. 20 Boise St. (a)
Sept. 27 Fullerton (h)
Oct. 4 Fresno St. (h)
Oct. II Nevada-Reno (a)
Oct. 18 Cal State l«A (h)
Oct. 25 Northridge (a)
Nov. I UC Riverside (a)
Nov. 8 Idaho St. (h)
Nov. 15 Cong Beach (a)
Nov. 22 CP Pomona (h)
(h) designates game to be played here, (a) designates an away game. All
i
home games will be played in Mustang Stadium and start at 7:90 £ i.,m.
late
I I P B^
ng. i
Los Angeles,
ingel Cal Suite Northridge, UC Riverside and Cal Poly Pomona
are all league games for the Mustangs.

a.iT

196R18

MSft
SI/»

» .»

21.70

While the Mustang'» 9-1-1 record la»t year would have pleased mam
a i (Mi hrlor J in*Harper il was a letdown. llar|>er is turd io winner». I le
had live straight league <hampionohip* in hi» hip pocket before
pluiiging into the troubled water» of 1974.
Thi» year, Harper will be out to nurir hit charge» back io their
nortnul head-kncxking way». Il won’l be a cake job. however, bee au»e
the »chedule-making wizard» have deals (he Mustang» a rough one.
(ad Poly will face three Dlviiion» I ochooli including Cal Stale 1-ong
Reach ami a much -improved Fretno Slate,
7
Also m heduled are non-league bouto with Boioe State (thi» game wa»
played already .Sept. 20 at Boioe, the geniuo who pul that one on the
calendar apparently didn't understand student» don't hit the book»
until Sept. 27 and that thio newspaper went to the preooet Sept.
l9),Nevada-Reno and Idaho Stale.
And thene are all non-league. The Mustangs alto play four
California Collegiate Athletic Association garnet and since there were
three new coaches in the league last year, the teams should all be
improved.
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Cianoy Edwards

Poly sprinter named
CCAA’s best in 1974
Cal Poly's heavyweight sprinter, Clancy Edwards, had some more
hardware pinned to his already medal-laden chest when he teas named
the California Collegiate Athletic Association Athlete of the Year for
his efforts last track season,
I'he jackrabbit jock wa» the first Mustanc sprinter to win both the
100 and 220 yd. dashes in the NCAA Division II championship in the
same year. He also was first to the tape in the two event» at the CCAA
championship and placed third in the 220 running with the "Big Boys"
at the Division I championships.
Edwards was ranked No. 9 in the world and No. 9 in the United Mates
in the 220 event by whomever it is that ranks fleet-footed scantily -clad
men who run around oval tracks.
And pei hap« the best note of all is that Clancy Edwards still has two
yean of eligibility left as a Mustang
Other Call Poly atheletes who have won the award are triple jumper
Mohinder Cfill, 1970, high jumper Reynaldo Brown, 1971, and wrestler
Cilenn Anderson, 1972.
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Football 1975
xi

Hungry Mustangs Drool Over Prospects
Aflrr a yrar of fruitrating fa»». (hr Muitang football tram it hungrily
anticipating a (ran in 1975.
Thr griddrr» luffrrrd through a tupriiingly shoddy 5-4-1 traton Ian
yrar, and thii timr around thr 4Qif turning Irttrrmm should br rrady to
ilomp, kirk and kill any group, of football playrn foolish rnough to
stand in thrir way of improving thr rrrord of last yrar.
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‘Last year we were
mediocre.„this year
could be as good a team
we've ever had/
—
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You can save money on
body and paint repalr8.
WE RENT the spray booth and
equipment PLUS our HELP
and KNOW HOW or - you can
sand and mask and we SPRAY
the best paint Job your money
can buy.
We pay the tow bill on any
work we do.
Accurate com petitive^___
estimates for you or your
Insurance co. At home - office
or tow yard.
Auto Body Collision Service
of San Luis Obiapo
.«

s •

8outh Brood 8t. at Franeia
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"last yrar wr wrrr mrdicxrr
both offrnsivrly and drfrnsivrly,"
said Mustang mat It Jnr Harper,
inustrr of understatement- "Wr
should lx* coniiclrrably brttrr in
1975. In fart,this could br as gtxxl
a tram as wr'vr ever had."
As good, indrrd. Whrn the
Mustangs face Fullerton hrrr
Saturday night at 7:50 P.M., thr
starting offmsivr and drfrnsivr
trams will br nrarly frrr of any
unfamiliar fairs. Somr ^ninr
returners fill the ranks of the
offensive II, while seven defen
sive starters will be back to settle
some old scores that must still
smart.
The Mustangs should be es
pecially sharp on offense. "We ll
t»e a solid offensive football
team," said roach Joe. "Balance
probably will br our strong suit.
Wr should br ablr to run and pass
rffrrtivrly without loading upon
any nnr individual. I can't srr any
particular weakness on offense."
leading thr offrnsr will br
tailbat k (¿ary Davis, latsi yrar (hr
big 5-11, 195 lb. cannonball shot
through thr CCAA like a marine
through a guy liberation front
mrrting, leading thr league with
KHO yards rushing und a 5.5
avrruge.
"* Futhermore, slat freaks would
br glad to know that Davis ranks
10th in career rushing for Cal
Poly with 1124 yards HisHHOyds.
season added up tp the third
highest total ever by a pigskin
packing Poly warrior.
Rocky Chapman and Bob
Trudeau, both two year letterman, alio will see a lot of action in
thr Cal Poly running corps.
Fullback John Henson is ex
pected to put his 220 Ibi. to n o d
use this year as a blocker-short
yardage man.
Turning on the day light lor the
Cal Poly running back* will be a
line led by giant of gianu Kent
Leland.
Last spring, Leland gained
some off-season fame by saving a
man from the death ggab of an evil
rip tide at Pismo beach. During
the season, he gained equal fame
by saving green and gold clad
ig backs from the gr
running
griuly
grip of opposing linebackers.
Standing 6-4 and weighing 235,
the big guard was a first team Allcoalt pick last year and has a good
chance of inking a pro contract at
the end of this season.
Other standouts on the offen
sive line will be guard Bob
Rungrr, center Gordon Shaw and
tackles Buck Rohles, Paul
Freberg , Ken Dorgone and Kevin
Kennedy.
The only offensive question
mark is the mysterious Mustang

Qary
passing attack. While the team is
deep with sticky, banana-fingered
receivers, it is still not sure who
will be throwing to them.
Once again, as they did last
year, Rich Robbins andCliff
ilohnson will be toothing it out
or the starling signal-caller spot,
Robbins, after a Johnson injury
early in the season, impressed
many with his running and
leadership abilities. But Johnson
is a well man once again after
suffering a shoulder injury and he
should give Robbins a hard fight
for the fit
first-string spot.
Whoever gets his fingers on the
football's laces will be blessed
with a bevy of top-notch ballgrabbers to throw to.
Flanker Waller Mead is back for
his fourth year as a starter. He has
won All-America honors as a
hurdler on the Poly track team
bnd this might be the year he
proves he ran run and jump just
as well with a football in his
hands. |\lso looking for passes
will be light end Dana Nafriger
known on campus for shoulderlength hair and shoe-suing
catches, Rick Beatty will br thr
other tight end in the tight
Mustang I formation.
Whrn thr final run is madr and
the last passed thrown, the
Mustangs probably will havr

Davis
scored rnough points to brttrr thr
rrrord of last yrar.
The Mustangs started slow last
yrar with a 1-5* I record. Aftrr that
dismal debut, thrrr was little rlsr
to do but build. In the final reel,
Cal Poly had a run of 16 suaight
California Collegiate Athletic
Association wins broken by a
U.C. Riverside. And then it tied
(ail Poly Pomona. The two set
backs were rnough to keep Poly
from stomping the rest of the
Iragur and winning the Iragur
crown for the sixth suaight lime.
But all was not gloom in 1974,
there was, after all, Dennis
Sherlock.
This rotund looking character
made all-league defensive tackle
last year and their is no reason to
believe he will slack off in 1975.
Hr doesn't look like a killer.
Chubby and baby-faced, Sherlock
looks more like a pleasant monk
th a tr
quarterback-eating
lineman.
But looks can fool. Suprisingly
quirk, Sherlock was easily the star
of the defense last year and can be
countrd on for some smacking
smashes this season.
Helping out on thr line will br
Rick Bonar, who has Irltrrrd in
his two years here.

Graphic Communications Students
The University Graphic Systems
(UGS) is now
accepting
applications from Graphic Com
munications students for part-time
•tail positions.
UGS is a student run organiza
tion that operates out of the
Graphic Communications Depart
ment. We print the Mustang Daily,
Outpost and a large number of
other campus publications.

Individuals of various skills and
talents are -needed to become
specialist in a variety of jobs from
on line production to staff managmeni
If you would like to become
involved in a unique combination
of education and production, stop
by our office and pick up an
application- We are located in room
211 -B in the Graphic Arts building.

UniversityGraphicSystems
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San Francisco has Ghiradelli Square
San Luis Obispo has the Creamery...
A unique Shopping Complex - Retaining the
Best of the Old — Using the latest in the Newt
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THE
CREAMERY
Invites everyone at
POLY
TO COME BY AND
BROWSE AROUND.
570 Hlguera
Plenty of fra* parking
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PH O TO G RAPH Y
W A R E H O U SE

«KANB «PGI IN«

SCHIMM/ « f PHHTHCKAPNY
SATURDAY: Septem ber 27th
9am to 5pm
M od e lin g In o u r
new s tu d io w ill be
M lee Sen Lule O b isp o C o u n ty
for 1975
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BASIC ADVANCE
COLOR CLASSES

M ARILYN
KO ENIQ 8
,,

RENTAL
STUDIO

t1 im -3 p m
Photo by: Jeanne Thweltee

Bring your own cameras

Meanwhile Downstairs-Take Advantage of our
W AREHOUSE PRICING!

Canon

IN STORE DEMONSTRATION
\

•__'__!

•

PLUS PRICES LIKE:

M AM IYA RB-67
IN 3TORE DEMO

•—

$469.95
$399.95
$259.95

Canon P-1 11
Canon IP
Canon Ptb

BUY UP TO 5 ROLLS
KODAK FILM
at these low low prices
Plus X or Tri X VPS 120
135-36
$ 2 .4 1 135-20
135-20 a
.8 0 1 2 0 p
-j
K odachrom e .6 4 1 2 0
m

'u

J I b 15

1 3 5 ‘20

$ 1 .3 3
$ 1 .7 4
.7 7

RB-67 Body
60mm P/4.6
90mmF/3.8

$409.96
$616.96
$327.96
l | Ml

I «
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'fREE BALL. POINT PENS
1 FREE roll B&W 120 or
,
35 film w|th first 10 purchases1
i1 FREE 3 hour
Basic Photo Class with

pu.TCm.MQt.i, ferny

.7 0

* 1 ,7 0

1327 ARCHER St.
SAN LUIS OBISPO
CALIFORNIA 93401
805) 541-0600
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